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ABSTRACT 
space missions ofCryogenic stbrage systems for the extended 
fluid capacity than current systems, andthe future will require more 
thus new design and development techniques'will need to be evaluated. 
of a prograinThis report describes the results of the third phase 
useexternal insulation systems for on to investigate high performance 
"External insulation"flight weight cryogenic gas storage systems. 
here means anything added to a cryogenic storage system for the purpose 
of thermally protecting' it from its environment. This definition exiludes 
dewar. fluids stored are hydrogen andthe vacuum annulus of a The 
oxygen.
 
The result 'of the first phase of the program was a Bibliography/ 
In the secondSnyopses/Gategory Report of external insulation systems. 
each of the efforts referenced in the Bibliography was researchedphase, 

in de pth to determine which of the concepts had the most promise for use
 
and/or future development.
 
Five (5) concepts, considered to be thc most promising based 
intended use, maintain­on thermal characteristics, applicability for the 
ability, reliability, -and other factors considered pertinent were chosen 
for further evaluation during the third- portion of the program. 
In the third program phase, jwst completed, preliminary thermal 
analysis, support analysis, producibility, operability and othr factors 
were considered for the five systensi Three systems, 'a shingle with 
substrate, fiberglass, and blanket, were chosen for detailed analysis 
in the fourth phase. Development work on mathematical models for 
that analysis is nearly completed, and summaries of the mathematical 
models and programming are presented. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
As a consequence of the exhaustive survey of external insulation 
technology completed in the first phase of this study, it has been possible 
to examine completely the methods and materials used in the design 
and construction of external insulation systems. In light of this exnm4 
ination, work was begun to develop new methods for the design and per­
formance evaluation of these systems. In the second phase of the study, 
the first of these methods was used to measure various systens against 
required or desired performance characteristics. The results of that work 
were twofold: a new evaluation techdique suitable for application to many 
technologies was developed and demonstrated, and five promising external 
insulatiqn systems were selected for further study. 
The third program phase, whose completion is marked by this 
report, has seen the dev elopmeht of additional hew evaluation techniques, 
and the accomplishment of significant further research concerning 
the properties and performance characteristics of the five selected systems. 
Hence this report represents a preliminary exposition of a compre­
hensive approach for evaluating external insulation systems. It is a 
precursor to the external insulation design reference manual which will 
result from the refinement of these techniques and the thorough parametric 
study to be performed in the final program-phase. 
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2. 0 THE FIVE SELECTED MAY1LTERIALS/CONCEPTS 
Below are basic, simplified descriptions of the five external 
insulation systems selected for further evaluation and study during the 
Initial Study (Phase II) of this program. The descriptions, reproduced 
from the Initial Study Report, provide the basic framework of reference 
for analysis and evaluation performed in Section 3. 0 of this report. 
2.1 SHORT TERM INSULATIONS 
The short term mission requires the usage of large quantities of 
cryogen in 6 hours or less; therefore, from both time and surface 
to volume ratio viewpoints, thermal performance requirenents are 
necessary but low. Since virtually all the insulations considered 
can achieve this performance at moderate weight per unit area, mounting, 
environmental capability, reusability and weight become heavily weighted 
factors compared to repeatability and reliability. Superinsulations in 
complexity and installationgeneral were omitted because of their extreme 

difficulties when used on very large tankage
 
Z. 1. 1 Coated Shingles on a Substrate 
A substrate of about onfe'inch of fiberglass matting, foam or
 
cork is applied directly to the tank wall. A purge bag surrounds the
 
or
substrate and metal coated plastic film shingles arb applied by taping 
Nylon net or cord, or a secondbonding the "upper" end to the purge bag. 

purge bag encloses ,the outer ends of the shingles.
 
The substrate provides adequate ground hold thermal performance 
at a minimum weight because the shingles limit radiative and convective 
heat inputs. The sublayer also eliminates potentially hazardous air 
cryopumping and fractionation in the insulation. The shingled super­
insulation permits very rapid gas expulsion rates which enhances the 
launch environmental capability of'gas filled superinsulation. The 
shingles are mounted in the vertical plane to provide naximum support 
in the direction of maximum '"g" and other launch loads. Rapid pump 
out rates due to direct gas flow passages from the tank to its external 
surface ensure good thermal performance when the space environment 
is reached. 
The substrate must be purged but its required volume is reduced 
greatly-by the presence of the shingles. The purge bag is protected 
from mechanical damage by the easily replaceable shingles. Locally 
damaged areas are easily accessible and local thermal performance 
degradation does not propagate throughout the whole system. 
Shingles may be prefabricated and stored, shipped and mounted in 
muLti-layer subassemblies. Special shapes and cutouts may be precut 
and fitted to the tankage by adjusting their mounting location at installation 
time. They require a minimum of skill and precision for installation or 
re-installation. They may be shop or launch pad mounted. 
a 
2.1.2 Fiberglass. 
Fi berglass may be bonded directly to the tankage -in the matting 
form or spiral wrapped in the fibrous form. The matted type requires 
a glass cloth external layer to provide mechanical strength. Generally, 
purging is required to eliminate air and water vapor absorption. 
The 'material is applied in a great enough thickness to insure 
adequate ground hold performance. This material is relatively imper­
meable to gases so its .performance is not degraded as greatly as most 
insulations, when purging is used. Varying amounts of epoxy filler may 
be added aL the outer surface to tailor the toughness and mechanical 
strength for resisting damage and flight environments. This material 
is capable of 'withstanding relatively high temperatures so it will require 
less protection for launch and re-entry heating than any of the other 
alternatives considered. In space, its thermal performance is not as 
great as the radiation shield type insulations, but is adequate for short 
missions. This material is quite resistant to damage due to its tough­
ness but it may be difficult to repair since it is an integrally bonded 
structure. The purge bag is more vulnerable and of larger volume than 
that used for shingles with substrate. 
'4
 
Z.Z INTERMEDIATE TERM INSULATIONS
 
This mission requires a 6 hour to 20 day operating cycle and a 
high probability of being reused for several missions. These require­
ments represent a combination of the short and long tern insulation 
characteristics. In particular, the insulation must survive launch while 
providing adequate thermal protection, it must achieve its ultimate 
space performance rapidly, and it must be designed for ease in main­
tenance and refurbishment. Several of the long term storage insulations 
can be used here but the most attractive system utilizes shingles, which 
that the shinglesare unsuitable for long term storage. It should be noted 
described for short term storage are equally useful when used without 
the substrate. Because that system was selected earlier, it will not 
be selected as an intermediate term insulation. 
Z. 2. 1 C.oated Reflective Shingles with Embossed or Tufted Spacers 
inis insutaLion is mane up oi mutbipte ruLLt'...Lvv 
shingles with special spacers to minimize gas trapping. The spacers 
may be an embossed (bumpy) reflector (Dimplar), embossed fiberglass 
tufts of Dacron thread bonded to the reflector (Super­(Marshield), or 
flock). It is dnclosed in a purge bag. 
This insulation shares the advantages of the shingled insulation 
discussed under short term missions. Differences between these 
5
 
insulations include an extremely rapid pump down to minnimize launch 
damage due to depressurization and to achieve maximum 'performance 
in space in a minimum time. Its space performance for a given weight 
is not degraded by the low performance siblayer but its ground per­
formance is decreased by the presence of purge gas in the open space 
purge bag must be mounted on an externalbetween shields. Also, the 
surface, where it is susceptible to handling damage. Shingle mounting 
it very easy to maintainand minimization of spacer material makes 
are not easily damaged,and refurbish. The materials involved tough and 
so good useful life can be achieved without excessive precautions. 
2. 3 LONG TERM STORAGE 
This mission requires maximum thermal performance in space 
ground hold and launch performance become relatively insignificantwhile 
Since performance is to'be maximized, the repeatability in achieving a 
known performance is very important to the success of a given mission. 
Large variations in performance from one tank to the next would not 
the environment with nobe tolerable. A Is6, the system must withstand 
or at least predictable degradation to assure the desired mission 
lifetime. 
Z. 3. 1 Blankets of Coated Reflectors-with Net Spacers 
This insulation is made up of metal coated plastic films separated 
by.nylon net spacers. Blankets or panels. of these materials are laid 
up and sewn together into a quilted configuration. Edges of a given 
blanket are interleaved with adjoining ones when the system is installed. 
Various mechanical fasteners, such as buttons or clips, are used to 
support the system. A vacuum or purge bag encloses the system. 
The space environment performance of this insulation is very 
high when it it evacuated internally. Its weight is very low. System 
pump down time is not as short as for shingled insulation due to the 
tortuous gas flow paths but it does not suffer from lateral conductive 
heat leak directly to the tank. The seams between blankets permit much 
easier pump down than a continuous wrapping of insulation. Nylon net 
is not only a very rugged and flexible spacer, but it does not outgas 
significantly and is quite permeable to gas flow. 
Ground hold performance and maintainability are limited by the 
requirement of purging or evacuation to limit air cryopumping and its 
attendant thermal and hazard penalties. Maintenance requirements 
are not great because blankets are easily prefabricated and fitted and 
may be replaced a section at a time. 
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Since the blankets can be prefabricated, repeatability 'can be 
controlled quite closely. Also, penetrations can be pro-designed and 
fitted as required in the mounting operation. Finally, this configuration 
is ideal for performing meaningful laboratory tests which closely 
represent the mounted insulation. 
Metallic foils are extremely susceptable to mechanical damage 
when used in this system. As well, their increased lateral conductivity 
results in much poorer repeatability of joint and penetration designs. 
2.3.2 Continuous- Wrapped Coated Reflectors with Net Spacers 
This system utilizes the same insulating materials as the 
-previously described system, except in seamless form. This requires 
a vacuum bag. 
By eliminating the seams, the thermal performance is theoreti­
cally higher and the minimization of mounting fixtures reduces its weight. 
This scheme.is difficult to fabricate compared to blankets because of the 
continuous wrapping required. Pump down is greatly inhibiled by the 
lack of gas flow paths from inner layers .to the surface. This means 
that a flexible outer vacuum bag is required so that the insulation can be 
pumped mechanically on the ground. Vacuum shrouds are extremely. 
susceptable to damage and difficult to repair. In addition, any damaged 
insulating material is hard to replace. 
8
 
j. 	 tat~n.ncc repeatability is hard to a.chieve with tis inul., ttn,* 
;,ch penetration must be accommodated individudlly during 
• ai.,t fand the system usually cannot be prefabricated by shop 
V ,' ,.ir;' . continuously-wrapped insulations an.' difficult to support 
as blankets and thus may shift and/or be damaged during 
g ' ,dhold and boost. 
The primary reason for including this insulation scheme is to 
acc.-.-modate small ( - 5 ft 3) tankage which must be included in the 
long term storage category. This form.of insulation is necessary, since 
smai. curvature radii are not easily covered with blanket systems.. 
Secod, small tanks require a highly efficient protection system due 
to their large surface to volume ratio. Third, careful hand installation 
becomes feasible for these smaller tanks, and vacuum bags for these 
volumes are not difficult to maintain. Generally one seam is permitted 
at the equator of the small tank under this "continuous alternative". 
3.0 INTERIM STUDY PROGRAM 
3. 	 1 REQUIREMENTS 
A noted earlier, this report is intended to be an intermediate 
step in the development of definitive results from the evaluation of a 
fev/ selected external insulation systems, according to criteria set 
forth in the Initial Study Report and Statement of Work of Contract 
NAe§9-l0583. Those evaluation criteria a're reproduced in Table r" 
9
 
through VIII. The first step in the evaluation procedure was completed 
in the Initial Study Program phase by making ratings of the various ex-
In the phaseternal insulation systems according to these criteria. 

of the study just cofnpleted, the selected systems have been subjcted
 
to preliminary thermal and structural analysis, with particular attention
 
paid to system performance under varying environmental conditions,
 
of possible performance improvement. Theproducibility, and areas 
results are presented in tables, drawings and discussion which elucidate 
further the properties and development possibilities of the selected 
systems. Using the results of this study, a comprehensive approach 
for external insulation systems evaluation has been conceived, and is 
outlined in Appendix A. 
Three systems, selected on the basis of the above mentioned 
criteria and on the results of this preliminary analysis, will be 
subjected to a complete pararietric analysis using this approach. The 
process and basis used for the selection of these three systems is 
described in Section 4. 0. 
3.3 TANKAGE DESIGN FOR PRELIMINARY STUDY 
Five tank sizes (32, 000, IZ,000, 2,000, 100, and 5 ft 
3 ) have 
-been selected from those listed in the work statement for preliminary 
The sizes were selected to beinsulation evaluation and ahalysis. 

of the desired mission
representative of the range and extremes 
Both snher-rial tanks and cylindrical tanks with sphericalrequirements. 
10
 
TABLE I
 
PARAMETRIC STUDY GUIDELINES 
1. Cryogenic storage of hydrogen and oxygen only. 
Z. .No external cooling available (e.g., refrigeration.) 
3. Vapor cooling by contained cryogen permissable. 
4. Throttling devices not permissable (e. g., Joule-Thonson throttling. 
5. Hemispherical heads on cylindrical tanks. 
6. Sufficient parameters should be chosen so that the results of the study 
can be utilized as a design reference manual and as a useful tool for 
the determination of required future development areas; 
7. Sample calculations, where necessary for technical compr'ehension or 
beneficial for extending the study limits, shall be included with the 
report on the results of the parametric study. 
11
 
TABLE II 
OF CONSIDERATION"PARAMETRIC STUDY AREAS 
Short Term - 0 to 6 hours including ground 1oWe anu uuub,. 
Cryogen Pressure, Dsia Volume RangC, ft 
9z 40 4000 
to I2. 000 
HZ 40 4000 to 3?, 000 
Long Term - 7 days to 6 months including ground hold, boost, and space 
.storage
 
3 
Volume Range, ftCryogen Pressure, psia. 
5 to 500040
0 

5 to 500040
H2 
Environments: 
T = 700 FGround hold 
P = 14.7 psia 
flnnct T = 70 F -
P = 14.7 psia to 0.5 psia 
in 100 seconds 
T = 70°FSpace Storage 

-
P = 10 7 torr 
12
 
TABLE l 
EQUIRED PARAMETERS FOR PARAMETRIC STUDY 
1. The parametric study-shall include; but not be itnmiec to, an optL­
mization for insulation thickness, insulation weight, tank LiD ratio, 
and heat leak for each insulation concept for each of the following 
volumes: 
a. Oxygen and Hydrogen -- Long Term torage 
Volume, 3ft -- 5, z0, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 
2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000. 
b. 	 " Oxygen -- Short Term Storage 
3Volume, ft --	 4000, 5000, 6000, 8000, 10,000, 
and 12, 000. 
c.' Hydrogen -- Short Term Storage 
Volume, ft --	 4000, 5000, 6000, 8000, IZ,000, 
.15,000, zi, oo6, 26, 000 and 32, 000. 
Z. The parametric study shall include a ranking of the three insulation 
concepts chosen for the final phase of the program. The three insulatior 
concepts shall be compared on a parametric basis by a method that will 
substantiate the relative ranking of the insulation concepts, 
3'. Any other parameters considered pertinent and/or necessary for the 
evaluati-n a f0- three insulation conccpts shall be included in the parametric 
study. 
13
 
TABLE IV 
CONCEPT SELECTION CRITERIA 
-1. 	 OpcrabuLEy 
Z.. 	 Rcliability 
3. 	 Maintainability 
4. 	 Maintenance requirements 
5. 	 Ground-hold requirements 
6. 	 Useful life 
7. 	 Reusability 
8. 	 Susceptibility to ground-hold, boost, and spaceflight
 
environments
 
9. 	 Adaptability to mounting within a spacecraft 
10. Regqdired 'development 
11. Shelf life 
1Z. Weight 
13. Cost 
14. Ground support recuirements 
CONCEPT SELECTION CRITERIA 
Table VI, which follows, contains the final choice of concept 
selection criteria. They were chosen from the previous tables, from 
new information learned in the course of the study, and in cooperation 
with the technical contract monitor. 
14 
TABLE V
 
CONCEPT SELECTION CRITERIA
 
1. Thermal pertormance 
2. Susceptibility to ground-hold, boost, and spaceflight environments 
3. Useful life 
4. Required development 
5. Weight 
6. Reusability and refurbishment possibilities 
7. Ground-hold requirements 
8. Repeatability of installed insulation 
9. Reliability 
0. Maintainability 
A1. Operability 
IZ. Adaptability to mounting in a spacecraft 
L3. Lab vs. installed consistency 
14. Cost 
,15
 
TABLE VI 
PRIORITY RANKING 
SHORT TERM 0 - 6 HOURS 
Wf'eight 
Factor 
* 1. Susceptibility to ground-hold, boost and 
15spaceflight environment 
15
* 	 2. Reuseability 
15
* 3. Thermal Performance 
: 	 4. Adaptability to mounting in a spacecraft 15 
105. Weight 
q6.. Useful lifc 
7. 	 Ground-hold requirements S 
78; Maintainability 
69." 'Required development 
510. 	 Reliability 
11. 	 Repeatability of installed performance 4 
312. 	 Operability 
213. 	 Lab vs. installed performance 

Cost
14, 
*These properties are "inust" category 
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TABLE VII
 
PRIORITY RANKING
 
INTERMEDIATE (ORBITER TYPE MISSION) 6 HOURS TO ?0 DAYs
 
Weight 
Factor
 
*1. Thermal performance 15 
*Z. Susceptibility to ground-hold, boost, and 
spaceflight environments 15 
*3. Reuseability 15 
*4. Maintainability 15 
*5. Useful life 15 
.6. Weight 10 
7. Repeatibility of installed performance 9 
8., -Ground-hold requirements 8 
9. Reliability 7 
10. 'Operability 6 
11. Adaptability to mounting in a spacecraft 5 
12. Required development 4 
13. Laboratory vs. installed performance 3 
14. Cost a 
*These properties are "must" category 
17
 
TABLE - Vill 
PRIORITY RANKING 
LONG TERM 20 DAY. - - 6 MONTHS 
Weight 
Factor 
*1. Thermal performance 15 
*Z, Useful life 15 
*'3. Repeatability of installed performance 15 
*4. Susceptibility to ground-hold, boost, and 
spaceflight environments' 15 
5. Ground-hold requirements 10 
6. Operability 9 
7. Weight A 
8. Adaptability to mounting in a spacecraft 7 
9. Rbeliability 6 
10. Maintainability 5 
1i. Required development 4 
IZ. Reuseability 3 
13. Lab vs. installed performance 2 
14. Cost .1 
*These properties are- "must" category 
18
 
head designs have been considered for the three intermediate sizes, 
while only the cylindrical design is considered for the largest tank 
and a spherical design is selected for the 5 cubic foot tank. Spherical 
.heads rather than the more economical flattened (torispherical, etc.) 
shapes have been used in this preliminary study.as they were specified 
as a ground rule in the Contract. Cylindrical diameters of 5, 10, 20 and 
33 feet have been used wherever tank length does not exceed several 
hundred feet. In total, eleven tanks are considered for both hydrogen 
and oxygen. 
Each tank has been sized roughly to provide design loads for 
establishing a support system. Arbitrarily, 347 stainless steel with 
an-ultimate strength of 128, 000 psi has been used in the tank structural 
.*calculations. A design factor of 1.5 on UTS has been used. Tank.wall 
thicknesses were calculated for 60 psi internal pressure and an ullage 
*volume of 10 percent. Tank wall weights were increased by 20 percent 
to account for stiffeners and an additional 50 percent was added to the 
oxygen tanks to account for the inertial load carrying capability, (this 
may include local doublers, stiffeners and loading rings, etc. ). Table I 
summarizes the tank design information. 
This load information was used to size the tank supports. The 
support design has been based on the study reported in NASA-37 sum­
marized in the Bibliography/Synposes/Category report. Based on 
this report, filament wound fiberglass struts have been selected. Six 
IAll references arc reported in the form used in the Bibliography/Synposcs/ 
Category report. See page 98 for a comprehensive list of these references. 
1.- am ,-,-.rical tanks withstruts have been used ior spnericai LdfN . 
Longer cylindrical tanks use twelvecylinder lengths less than 2. 5 feet. 
supports as indicated schematically in Figure 1. The plane of each 
from the vertical topair of supports is inclined outward 10 degrees 
The detail construction of theseprovide support for lateral loads. 
shown in Figure 2. The supportssupports is given in NASA-37 and is 
have been designed for a combined acceleration and vibration load of 
(tension and 3.5 G upward (compression) using the8.5 G downward 
following equations:2 
(I 0 /n)g/go 
cos 10 cos 4 
Ft = "4P 
(do2 - di2 ) 
3 4' 4 
Pcr E(do - di 
64 L Z 
W = static load 
n = number of supports
 
g = acceleration
 
do = 0.D. of support
 
di = I. D. of support
 
L = length of support 
Ft = tensile stress (UTS = 140, 000 psi)
 
E = elastic modulus 5.4 x 106 psi
 
P, = critical buckling stress
 
for UTS of 1. 5 is used.ZA design safety factor 
20 
.-These equations have been solved simultaneously for the support 
diameters using lengths of 1.5 and 3 feet. The results are shown in 
Table I where the'design giving a minimum area to length ratio has 
been selected for'each tank. 
Fill and vent lines have been sized to cool down and fill Ohe 
32, 000 and 12, 000 ft 3 'tanks in 1/2 hour with a maximum pressure head 
of 40 psi in 20 feet. The vent pipe has a pressure drop less than 5 psi 
-in 3 feet. The smaller tank lines were sized to fill in 1/4 hour. All 
wall thicknesses are the minimum available in the required size. 
Usage lines have been sized according to an assumed mission profile 
as follows. Short term missions were assumed to use all the cryogens 
in 1/2 hour while the mid-term (6 hour to 7 days) tankage was emptied 
in 2 hours totalr The long term mission was assumed to provide a 
continuous flow for 3 months. All use lines were sized for pressure drop 
less than one atmosphere in a 20 foot line. The various pipes are summarized 
in Table IX. In addition to the plumbing shown in the table, each tank 
3. 
over 5, 000 ft is assumed to include two 1/2" thin wall instrumentation 
conduits. All smaller tanks have one conduit each. 
21
 
TABLE IX
 
TANK DESIGN SUMMARY
 
Nominal Volume 32,000 ft 3 12, 000 ft 3 
Configuration 20 ft cyl 33 ft cyl Spherical 10 ft cyt 20 ft cylHead Thickness, in 0.0495 0.0817 0. 073 . 0.0248 0.0-95Cylinder Thickness, in 0. 105 0. 173 0. 0526 0. 105
Structural Weight, H2 /0 2 (Ibs) 11090/16650 16280/24500 9800/14700 
 7585/11350 5-170/8200
Et2Surface Area, 7407 5440 2700 . 5844 3092
Spherical Radius, ft 
 14.7Cylinder Length, ft 98 19.9 76 29Loaded St H2 , lbs. 152,590 157,780 62,800 ), 585 58,,170Loaded Wt 02, lbs. 2,276,650 2,284,500 
. 864,700 ?1,350 858,200Support OD; in, H2 /0 2 3.81/7.5 3.75/7.5 3. 3/7 1/6.5 4. 1/6. 5Support ID, in, H2 /0 2 3.5/5 3/5 3/5 0/5.5 4.0/5. 5Support Length, in, H2 /0 2 36/36 36/36 36/36 )/36 36/36Number of Supports 12 12 6 12I Fill Pipe, in, H2 /0 2 4p/6p 4p/ 6 p 3p/4p /4p 3p/4pI Vent Pipe, in, H-z/02 5p/8p 5p/sp 4p/5p )/5p 4p/5)1,2 Use line, in 7 ps 7 ps 4rs. 2pmo )s, 2pmo 41ps, 2pm 
1. p= pipe size, T = tube size 
2. s = short term, IM Mid-term, L = long term 
TABLE IX 
TANK DESIGN SUMMARY 
Nominal Volume 
Configuration 
Head Thickness, in 
Cylinder Thickness, in 
Structural Weight, H 2 /0 2 (Ibs) 
Surface Area, ft z 
Spherical Radius, ft 
Cylinder. Length, ft 
Loaded St H2 , lbs. 
Loaded St 0 , lbs. 
Support OD, in, Hl/02 
Support ID, in, H1/0a 
Support Length, in, H2 /0 2 
Number of Suppozrts 
I Fill Pipe, in, H2 /0 
I Vent Pipe, in, HZ/' 2 
1,2- Use line, in 
Z, 000 ft 3 
Spherical 
0. 0403 
1640/2450 
825 
8. 
. 
10,460 
143,950 
2.6/4.5 
2.5/4.0 
.36/36 
6 
2T/3P 
ZP/4P 
ITM, 1/4TL 
5 ft'cyl 
0.0124 
0.0263 
2358/3510 
.1858 
113 
11, 178 . 
145, 040 
2.04/5.2 
2.00/5. 0 
18/36 
12 
ZT/3P 
2P/4P 
ITM, 1/4TL 
10 ft cyl 
0.0248 
0. 0526 
1268/1900 
994 
21. 5 
10, 088 
143,400 
1.6/4.5 
1.5/4.0 
18/36 
IZ 
2T/3P 
ZP/4P 
ITM, I/-TL 
. 
.. 
'100 ft 3 
Spherical 
0.0148 
81/122 
110.2 
2.98 
522 
7202 
2.01/2.05 
2.00/Z. 00 
36/18 
6 
IT/I. 5T 
1.25T/aT 
1/4TL 
5 ft cyl 
0.012-1 
0.0263 
98/1-18 
117.3 
2.47 
539 
7228 
2.01/2.05 
2.00/2.00 
36/8 
6 
IT/I. 5T 
1. ZST/ZT 
I/4TL 
. 
5 ft 3 
Spherical 
0.005-17 
-. 1/6.2 
15.2 
1. 1 
26 
360 
0.76/1.26 
0.75/1.25 
36/36 
6 
I/-IT/I/ZT 
3/8T/58T 
I/,T 
1. p =.pipe size, T= tube size 
2. s= short term, M= Mfid-term, L =. long term 
TABLE:
 
APPROXIMATE INSULATION WEIGHT
 
weightTanks/Insulation 
lbs. 
3Z, 000 ft 3 
4080 
Z6 ft cyl 5660 
33 ft. 
ft 3 12, 000 
20 ft cyl 2360 
10 ft cyl 4480 
2060spherical 
2, 000 ft
3 
76010 ft cyl 
5 ft cyl 1420 
spherical A30 
100 ft3 
5 ft cyl 89.4 
84. 0spherical 
5 ft
3 
11. 6spherical 
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TABLE XI 
GROUND-PURGED THERMAL PERFORMANCE, BTU/hour 
Tanks/ 
Insulations 
Fiberglass Fiberglass-
Shingles 
Dimplar 
Shingles-
Net Spaced 
Blankets 
Continuous 
32,000ft3 H2 02 02 H. 02 HZ Oz HZ 02 
33 ft cyl 
20 ft cyl 
12, 000 ft 
20 ft cyl 
10 ft cyl 
- spherical 
2000 ft 3 
162,000 
220, 000 
91,000 
173,000 
80,000 
121,000 
164, 000 
68,500 
129,500 
60, 000 
92,200 
125,500 
5Z,200 
99,000 
45, 800 
68,800 
93,500 
38,900 
73,700 
34,000 
180,000 
244,000 
101,500 
19Z, 500 
89,000 
147,500 
Z00, 000 
83,500 
158,000 
73,000 
359,000 
488, 000 
*204,000 
385,000 
178,000 
295,000 
400, 000 
167,000 
317,000 
146,000 
359,000 
488, 000 
204,000 
385,000 
178, 000 
295,000 
400,000 
16,7,000 
317,000 
1416,000 
loft cyl 
5 ft cyl 
spirrical 
100 ft 
29, 500 
54,900 
24,400' 
22, 000 
41, 100 
18,300 
16,850 
31,400 
14,000 
12, 500 
23,400 
10,400 
32, 800 
61,z00 
Z7, 200 
26,900 
50,000 
22,300 
65, 500 
122,000 
54,200 
54, 000 
100,500 
44,700 
65, 500 
122,000 
54,200 
5.1,000 
100;500 
44,700 
5 ft cyl 
- spherical 
5ft3 
3,460 
3,250 
Z,640 
2,440' 
1,980 
1,860 
1,470 
1,390 
3,870 
3,640 
3,170 
2,980 
7,700 
7,250 
6,320 
5,980 
7,700 
7,250 
6,320 
5,980 
spherical 449 337 257 192 500 411 1,000 823 1,000 823 
TABLE XII 
SPACE EVACUATED THERMAL PERFORMANCE, BTUfhr 
Tanks Fiberglass 	 Fiberglass- Dinplar Net Spaced Continuous 
Shingles. Shingles Blankets 
O3 	 O H 2 O02 Oz °z 
32, 000 ft 3 ,20 ." 
33 ft cyl 10,750 8020 1042 887 1999 1592 223 276 
20 ft cl 14,600 10, 900 1633 1329 3219 2502. 254 302 ..... 
12, 000 ft 
' 20o ft cyls/rn 6090 4546 597/ 477/ 1104/ 851/' 124/ 124/ 
591 47V 1098 847 118 119 
210/ .....: 10 ft cyls/mn 11,500 8620 	 1191/ 937/ 2317/ 1781/ 210/ 
1184 932 2311 1771 204 206 
14.1/

* 	spherical s/rn 5310 3970 240/ 230/ 375/ 330/ 126/ 
234 225 371 325 122 139 
2,000 ft3 
10 ft cyl m/I 1960 1460 220/ 184/ 418/ 333/ 47/ 56/ 
Z18 	 183 417 332 46 54
 
85 ..... .....
5 ft cyl 3650 2730 381 316 	 724 570 74 

406 324 46 67 45.7 66C3
spI rical 1625 1210 208 187 

100 ft 1 61. 	 67
5 ft cyl 233 177 38 "32 	 61 52 15 26 15, 26.75
 
26 26 ----- 14.65 16.35
spherical 219 165 22 22 

5 0f7.5
 
spherical 31 24 7.0 9.2 7.1 8.9 -----	 5.67 7.5 
s = short tern storage, n = maid-range storage, J = 	long term storage 
TABLE XIII 
.A-PPROXIMfATE EVACUATION TIME 
0 100 second launch period) 
(to 10 mm Hg, to optimize performance) 
10 minFiberglass 
20 mill
-Fiberglass & shingles 
10 inDimplar shingles 
750 minNet blankets 
1I20 rminContinuous 
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ti,$ CUMFARISON OF THE MATERIALS/CONCEPT 
3.3. 1 Thermal Analysis 
Each of the insulation systems described in Section 2 has
 
been evaluated to determine 
its thermal performance characteristics.
 
An insulation design has been fitted to each of the tank systems 
describ-d 
in Section 3. 2. A preliminary thermal analysis has been accornplished
 
for each system to provide a basis for evaluating the relative merits
 
of each insulation and the effects of tank design. 
 This section briefly
 
describes this study.
 
Insulation System Design 
A design has been established for each insulation system which 
results in identical insulation weight penalties. Table 10 lists the 
installed insulation weight for each of the tanks under investigation. 
The listed weights are representative of 3 inches of one side aluminized 
Mylar shingles mounted on 1-1/Z inches of fiberglass sublayer. All 
the other systems were designed to weigh the same so that their thermal 
performance can be compared directly. 
Shingle systems have been designed to minimize the number 
)f joints which cause thermal degradation. Each shingle is 4 feet long 
Lnd wide enough to surround the tank in one piece. These dimensions
 
vere 
selected to permit the use of readily available 4 foot wide rolls 
of aluminized Mylar. 
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Each shingle in the substrate system is made up of 70 layers 
These layers are bonded togetherof crinkled reflector without spacers. 
ends using a continuousand to the substrate purge bag'at their upper 
deep at all points, providingbond line adhesive. Shingles are tiered 3 
210 layers of insulation standing about 3 inches high. The one scan 
made into a 6 inch lap joint. The scamrequired for each shingle is 
arelocations for various shingle layers indexed about the tank to 
surroundings.
eliminate any direct radiation windows between the tank and its 
the entire tank except the two polar regionsTh6"shingles are used over 
where circular disc caps are utilized. A light weight open mesh of dacron 
control of shingle locationnetting encompasses the shingles to provide 
without appreciably compressing the material. 
insulationsThe fiberglass substrate and the fiberglass only3,
 
are made of 3 lb/ft fiberglass "felt" bonded directly to the tank wall.
 
assure structural
Enough epoxy resin is impregnated into the felts to 

fabric bonded directly to the fiberglass
integrity. An open weave 

provides a relatively porous (easy to evacuate) purge bag. This region
 
'with helium during cold tank ground hold to eliminate air
is purged 

1-1/2 inches of fiberglass is used
condensation in the insulation. 

used for the fiberglass alone
in the sublayer insulation while 3 inches is 
insulation. 
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Dimplar, embossed both-sides aluminized Mylar,- has been 
selected for the mid-range mission analysis. The embo- ed pattern 
in this material provide integral spacers between reflective layers to 
facilitate evacuation. 210 layers of this material standing 6 inches 
high in a shingled configuration provides the required insulation weight 
penalty. The shingle design is identical to that discussed previously 
except an olpen weave cloth. purge bag encloses the entire system for 
ground hold protection. 
.Mylar aluminized on both sides, and with nylon net spacers 
in a blanket configuration has been selected for consideration for the 
long term missions. Four foot square blankets of 150 layers each of 
reflectors and shield provide the appropriate insulation comparison 
weight in a 3 inch thickness. The blankets are preassembled on a 
jig holding four nylon studs which penetrate the la yup. Nylon retainer 
.washers over the studs are used, every 30 layers to provide support 
and some dimensional control. The studs are subsequently bonded 
directly to the tank wall. Blanket seams are made by intorleaving 
groups of ten to twenty reflectors in adjacent blankets to make a 
"saw tooth" pattern. The large number of reflectors in each "leaf'" 
is used to facilitate installation and to improve pump-out character­
istics as compared to individual shield interleaving. Each shield is 
perforated (1. 88% of area) 3 to facilitate evacuation. 
3 This number is derived from empirical measurements found in National 
Bdreau of Standards. 
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Due to the size and pre-formed characteristics of these blznkets , 
they are impractical for the very small tanks (5 ft.) and have not been 
considered for that aipplication. The entire blanket assembly is en­
closed in a purge blanket to meet ground hold requirements. 
In very small tanks, the surface to volume ratio becomes large 
and the contours become severe. A continuous wrapped insulation 
becomes practical and necessary for these designs. The continuous 
wrapped systems of nylon net spaced, both sides aluminized MIylar 
considered here include designs where the insulation has been pre-formed 
into two parts, which ate applied layer by layer with one interconnecting 
joint at the tank equator. Generally, thins insulation requires hand forming 
and hand installation. 150 layers of this material are used to provide 
the proper insulation comparison weight. Shield perforations are pro­
.vided to facilitate space evacuation. 
This system has been considered for tankage with diameters 
less than '10 feet and lengths up to 30 feet. Insulating larger tanks 
in this fashion would prove to be extremely difficult. This insulation 
system must also have'provision for purge during ground hold. 
Each of the insulation designs, except the all fiberglass system, 
have utilized special insulation at each penetration described in the tank 
design table. .A fiberglass annulus with a cross section as shown in 
Figure 10 has been placed around and in contact with each penetration. 
The basic insulation is butted against this intermediary in an atLempt 
to eliminate any direct radiation through the insulation interface joint. 
Ideally a number of thin fiberglass washers should be used to build 
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up the annulus so it can be interleav ed. with primary insulation. 
This intermediary is designed to minimize the insulation the'rmal deg radath, 
associated with the thermal shorting of the warn-i layers of the multi­
layer insulation to a relatively higIh conductivity penetration. 
Analysis Technique 
Mathematical, computerized models for full thermal analysis are 
under development f6r studying external cryogenic insulation systems. 
These tools are not yet operational (see Appendix A for a description); 
therefore, preliminary thermal performance estimates have been synthesived 
from the data and analysis found in the literature and reported in the 
Bibliography/Synopses/Category Report. All insulations have been treated 
as consistently as possible so that relative figures are accurate even if 
the absolute magnitudes are only approximate. Each insulation analysis 
has been split into several factors where applicable: basic idealized 
system, degradation due to joints, degradation due to mounting, de­
gradation due to evacuation perforations, and penetration degradation. 
Basic shingle performance has been estimated by adding the normal 
and lateral beat flows directly. Since one end of the shingle is attached 
directly to the tank, heat may flow by conduction and radiation parallel 
to the reflective layers to the tank. This mode proves to be dominant 
in these designs. For the shingles on a substrate, the shingle and
 
substrate conductivities are considered to be in series and are treated
 
* as a composite solid. The all fiberglass and the net spaced insulation 
-designs were treated as one dimensional heat transfer media for evaluating 
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bulk insulation properties. In all cases, heat flow was treated as a linar 
function of temperature using experimentally deiermined; effective 
werethermal conductivities. ' All such values selected from the lit­
erature, and represent nean or nominal values to minimize biasing. 
Effective conductivities for the various materials for both normal 
and parallel heat flow have been selected from N3BS-100, NBS-l 1, 
(parallel) where extensive experinentalTCM- 11, DDC-19 and NASA-3 
ondata has been reported. Joint 	degradation values have been based 
in NASA-30 and NBS-26. DDC-2Zexperimental studies reported 
has been used to estimate support thermal degradation. Perforation 
presentedaffects on thermal conductivity have been estimated fron results 

in NBS-Sl. Each of these reports give experimental degradation and/or
 
data directly. The continuous insulation has been
thermal conductivity 
factor of 50% to represent the 	performance degra­further degraded'by a 

dation resulting from installation technique, as reported in the literature.
 
Penetration effects have not been studied extensively enough to
 
provide direct evaluation of their thermal degradation. Theoretical
 
have been reported in NDS- 112 and
investigations of penetrations 

NBS-119. In both cases,numerical, simplified heat transfer models
 
have been solved for a range of parameters. Although none of the result
 
are directly applicable, they are expected to be representativepresented 
of the magnitude of degradation to be expected. A combination of these 
evaluate the losses'associated with the penetrationsresults have been used to 

required in our designs. In particular NBS-1 12 was used to evaluate
 
conductivity effects in the basic insulation while NBS-119 was used to 
establish the effects of penetration size, interinediary insulation propcrtic, 
and insulation thickness. Unfortunately, in the work renorted in NI3S- I 19, 
the conductivity of the penetration was not studied; in all cases the pSencLra­
tion was assumed to be at the tank temperature. In addition to the"basic 
insulation degradation estimates derived from the above reports, a 
linea.r conductive heat Leak was computed for each penetration under the 
in insulation degradation factor.assumption that it acts parallel with the 
In all cases, the performance in space has assuned evacuation 
-3 
less than 10 torr, where residual gaseous conductionto a pressure 
onebecomes insignificant. Grouhd hold estimates have been based upon 
for helium filled basic insulation. Thedimensional heat transfer data 
(high heat flux) thetransition from the ground hold condition to evacu ited 
condition in space can be.very important in determining and insulation 
applicability for short and intermediate duration missions. An evacuatio 
analysis program is currently under development (see Appendix A) but it 
is not yet available. The literature search has not revealed any compre-
A number of individual laboratoryhensive studies of this pump-out problem. 
sized experimental investigations have been reported but they do not lend 
of geometrical effects.themselves to scaling or basic analysis because 
"NDS-41 has reported a simplified diffusion equation analysis which is appli­
this forms the basis for the rough pump-out estimatescable to shingle systems; 
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iresentedhere. The solution predicts punp-out imnes for shinglesand indicates 
that the time factor appears in the following form: 
-Dt/L 
P = pressure in insulation
 
D = diffusion coefficient
 
L= length of path to the v.acuur
 
t = time
 
This relation'ship was used to scale the insulation pump-out times reported 
in the reference to represent the fiberglass, net blanket and continuous 
insulation evacuation times. Estimates of diffusion coefficients and 
pump path lengths including the effects of'perforations were selected 
from a composite of data and estimates presented in DDC-7, DDC-4 
and NBS-61. These values will be subject to considerable refinenent 
when the computer model described in the appendLx is completed. 
Results of Thermal Analysis 
The thermal performance of each of the five insulations mounted 
on each of the eleven tanks containing alternatively hydrogen or oxygen 
are presented in Tables 11 and IZ. Table II pertains to the ground 
hold condition and Table 12 presents the evacuated performance in space 
estimates. During launch and the early portions of space flight, the 
insulation is subject to low external pressure which eventually evacuates 
the material. Since gaseous conduction results in very high heat fluxes 
compared to the evacuated condition, this pump-out is critical for 
adequate thermal performance in the short missions. Table 13 presents 
estimates of this pump-out time for the various insulations. The nmxnber_ 
presented there are probably rather optimistic since a deLtiled out­
*gassingand diffusion analysis has not been performed. 
The pump-out estimates confirm the iden that bl:anket nnd 
continuous type insulations will not achieve their inherent high perfor­
rnance in short or intermediate missions as quickly as the shingles. 
On the other hand, these pump-out times are essenLially insignificant 
in 6 month missions. 
An examination of the ground hold estimates show that shingles 
on a substrate provide the best performance in all cases. This is because 
the helium purge gas is confined to a narrow regioh near the tank, in a 
semipermeable material. The purge gas contibuLes about 50i%of the 
heat leak in the fiberglass while it contributes about 90%' to the rnuILi­
layer heat transfer. The shingles of this insulation are immersed in 
air, which does not degrade the insulation as badly as helium. 
The estimates of performance in space show the obvious advantages 
of blankets and continuous wrapped systems. One caution must be given; 
that is the penetration and non-repeatable instillation factors become a 
large portion of the heat leak in these insulation. In particular, the con­
tinuous wrapped insulation has historically been extremely sensitive 
and unrepeatable with respect to installation procedures. Secondly, 
the Dimplar shingle insulation shows excessive heat lea.k due to lateral 
conduction in two layers of alurminum per reflector. Thismaterial 
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(as well as "Superflock") should probably' be considered in a blanket 
design, where its lateral conductivity is not so detrimental and its 
pump out characteristics can be fully exploited. A third factor ox 
importance in evaluating the shingles (of either type) is the polential 
performance increase achievable by interrupting the lateral conduction 
path along the aluminum coating. This can be achieved by incorporating 
very small spaces of non-aluminized material at discrete intervals to 
break up the "pure metal" conduction path. Since lateral conduction 
contributes about 8076 of the heat flow in this insulation a consider­
able improvement may be made. 
3.3.2 Supports and Cryogen Cooling 
-Little consideration has been given to advanced support design 
during the course of this study. The reason is the excellence and technic;_ 
thoroughness of the NASA funded work presented in NASA-34. That 
report presents a state of the art evaluation of tank support systems 
and sophisticated support thermal decoupling schemes. Design infor­
matibn is given for many systems, and has been used in the tankage 
design for this study. 
A good survey of cryogen vent cooling techniques may be found 
in DDC-19. Figure 3 illustrates the basic approaches taken for using 
vent cryogen to reduce insulation heat leak.' It is clear from the exaninati 
of these approaches that they can be adapted to virtually any external 
insulation 'system. Insulation performance improvements resulting 
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from cryogen cooling lhave not been examined in detail for this 
preliminary study, but will be in the next phase. 
3. 3. 3 Systens Fabrication 
It is fabrication that produces the well-establish.d discrepancies 
between sophisticated thernal performance design calculations and the 
observed rate of cryogen loss in real tanks. To properly evaluate an 
external insulation system's likely performance when installed, one 
must have a good appreciation of the materials and practices which 
.are used to realize the insulated storage vessel. The techniques used 
yary with the type of insulation system, but we are presently concern­
ed with the five systems types selected in the earlier phase of this study. 
Those systems have many portions of similarity in their conception, 
For example, the fiberglass system has problems also associated with 
the purged substrate of the short-term shingle system. The shingle 
systems share a common material with the blanket and continuously 
wrapped systems. Consequently, most understanding is gained by 
considering the fabrication problem conceptually, pointing out-as necesbary 
the techniques and problems as they apply to the -individual systems. 
If this is 'done in an orderly fashion, seni-quantitative conclusions can be 
drawn concerning the degradation of performance, geometry constraints, 
and relative cost of the systems under consideration. 
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The Physical Form of Cryoqen Tanks 
cryogen tanks are sometim-es fabricated in unusualAlthough 
for special circumstancles,shapes, such as biconvex (pillow) forms 
by fur most vc .,Pcls are derived fron a gcomvtricaItfurm pu :,e,'4sin 
usually be found for such shapes,or mounting scheme can 
axial rotational symmetry. Shapes in this category arc cylinders, 
.spheres, oblate spheroids, toroids, etc. A suitable insulation wrapping 
and at least 
that some mechanical appar­for larger volumes, regularized to the extent 
be used during the installation.atus can 
when the use of mechanicalThere are some circumstances 
from reasonsis a distinct advantage. These rangeinstallation apparatus 
to tank, to obtaining maximum thermal per­of reproducibility from tank 
given system by closely controlling insulation position­formance for a 
other circunstances, pertaining pri­ing.during installation. There are 
on large
marily to continuously wrapped multilayer systems installed 
tankage, where the installation could not be made properly without 
to the tank geometry. Fiberglass systems are a jig or fixture oriented 
to positioning tolerances, and do not require positioningnot sensitive 
equipment for installation. 
Other insulation system constraints arising from tankage geo­
systeym must possess penetra­due to the fact that a tankagemetry are 
used to denote any apparatustions. Penetration is a general term 
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For most systems, 	 such deviceswhich must pierce the insulation. 
fall in the following 	categories: 
piping; used for tank instru'mentation, or cryogen
.I. 	 tubes or 

vcnting, fill, or withdrawal
 
Z. 	 tank support structures; rings and/or struts, etc 
3. 	 tank access structures; manholes 
irrsulation mounting structures; studs, cable attachments,4. 
etc. 
verify that many of 	these penetrations haveBy inspection, one can 
comprised of a cylindrical structure a similar geometrical structure 
set with the cylinder axis colinear with the normal to the tank surface 
that an analytical
at the point of attachment. This observation indicates 

of wide utility.
such a geometry would besolution for the heat flow in 

not been published in the
 Since research indicates that such a solution has 
given priorit in this 
open literature, the development of this solution was 
study as a major contribution to design and evaluation methods. This 
later in this report and, although the development is not model is described 

at the present time, significant progress in demonstrating the
 completC 
solving tle computational
correct approach for obtaining the solution and in 

been made. The Appendices
problems associated with the model has 

status of this work.
present a current summary of the 
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The materials used in the construction of cryogcnic tanks are 
the metals typically associated with high performance aerospace 
structures, such as sophisticated alloys of steel, aluminum, titanilum 
and so on. These materiaLIs nresent no insurmountable material con­
p atibility difficulties to external insulation system installation. The 
thermal properties of metals, however, give rise to the requiremlent for 
insulation systems, and also to a serious factor degrading the per­
formance of external insulation systems. The problem of environmental 
gas cryopumping within to the insulation is a problem which has no 
reliable solution currently which does not compromise insulation 
.system performance over some 'portion of its environmental operating 
regime. Although this problem normally is considered in connection with 
system ground hold, it may occur with serious consequences in space 
if the tank develops a leak at a closure or weld. Such leaks may also 
cause degradation of multilayer insulation systems performance by 
-reduction of the insulation vacuum to *a level greater than 10 4 torr, or by 
conduction if the leak cryopumps. An approach to insure prevention of 
closure leaks can have an effect on penetration geometry in the form 
of additional vent lines. Usually, these additional lines are routed 
to the tank at the point of installation, so that consideration of insulation 
installation for any penetration forms more complicated than those so far 
described will be neglected. 
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The Physical and Mechanic4l Ch........ ;cs of Typical
 
Insulation Materials 
inSuLaLoUl 1 jals as manufactured are flat recZt1n!glar 
sections. For some materials, currently in rolatively greater volune 
the length to width ratio of the section is great enough toof production, 
be considered continuous. For particular types of systems, such as 
the shingle systems, or for materials being produced in low volume by hand 
; ' ) the materials may be manufacturedoc 
to the major 
labor (for exainple, "Superf l 
The basic material geometry leadsonly in smaller pieces. 
since the geometry of cryogen tanks difficUlty-in insulation system fabrication, 
Sonie attempts' havediffers fundamentally from that of the materials. 
been made to overcome this problem by mechanically preformning 
multi­
to desired shapes (for exanple, to fit penetrations or tank layer materials 
such preforms have only limited usefulness dueheads) but,, in general, 
Standard preforms would to insulation thickness build up during lay-up., 

reason, and would
 
require continuous hand alteration during lay-up for this 
they appear to offer no advantagcs for save little installation"labor. Hence, 

hand lay-up unlss required for some structural or attachment purpose.
 
Materials of concern here for fabrication evaluation of the five 
systems under study may be classified as: 
1. Fiberglass batts 
2. Coated plastic films 
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3. Adhesives 
4. Supporting viaterials; metals and plastics 
Methods of Fabricating External Insulation Systems 
The fabrication of an external insulation system conmences witl, 
the fabrication of the system materials. Of the four categories of 
system materials mentioned above, only the fabrication of fiberglass 
and the radiation shields are of sufficient interest to meri description. 
Fiberglass is fabricated by extrusion or drawing from pools of molten 
glass. The rate and degree of control of the extrusion process, together 
with the method of gathering the fibers determines the form and densiLy 
of the bulk finished matting. The finished product is typically pressed 
into batts. 
Fiberglass can be produced from many glass types, most'of 
which have similar thermal properties. If the 'naterial is designed for 
epoxy or other resin impregnation, (as many are) the surface of the fibers 
is often treated with a material to promote resin adhesion. The char­
acteristics of materials used for this purpose are variable and may present 
a source of contamination resulting in performance degradatioa of other 
insulation system components. This point should be considered if the 
use of fiber'glass as a substrate material is indicated. 
.The fabrication of radiation shield materials is now a routine 
manufacturing operation which, except for the metal foils. rests on 
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the vigorous technology° of the vacuum evaporation industry. (Foil 
fabrication is achieved through conventional metal rolling tcchnology.) 
typical type of coated multilayer film is NRC-2, a 0. 25 I- l Mylar filn 
Research Corporation,aluminized on one side, manufactured by National 
polyethyleneMylar is the designation for the duPont polyester, 
as the spacer and aluminun
-terepthalate. This material, which serves 
substrate for NRC-2, is mandfiactured by conventional plastic film 
except that its unusual tensile strength (2-1, 000 psifabrication process, 
at 25°C) is produced by 	an additional mechanical molecular orientation 
process daring manufacture. Unfortunately, this process also results 
in low film tear strength (33 g/mil at 250C) at any unreinforced boundary. 
to be widely known.This property of Mylar does not appear 
placed in a specially constr-uctcdRolls of the Mylar substrate are 
wound and rewound under vacuum andevaporation chamber and arc 
remove moisture, plasticizer,temperature conditions 	sufficient to excess 
from the film surface. At the conclision of thisand other.contaminants 

process, high-rate evaporation sources are actuated and the material
 
surface exposed to the evaporation sources.
is rewound again with one 

for this process may be electron beam
The evaporation sources 
at evaporation temperaturesor resistance heated., Molten aluminum 
is highly corrosive so that special composite materials are required for 
several thousand metersresistance heated evaporation boats. Typically, 

at linear speeds of a few
of material may be aluminized at one timn 
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meters per second. The speed of transfer of material on the rolls 
det.ermines the coating thickness, which for aluminum nist be at least 
0500 A to achieve opacity. 
A simplified drawing of a typical metallizing apparatus is shown 
in Figure 4. Material produced by this process has a price to the 
user of approximately $10 per pound in smaller quantities. It is 
normally wrinkled in the as received condition, by die drawing before delivery. 
This method of fabricating radiation shields gives rise to an 
easily handled, uniform product complete with spacer which has about 
half the weight of a comparable foil shield without spacer. Some typical 
weights, from NBS-66 are shown in Table XIV. The disadvantages of such 
material are those associated with evaporation processing in general, 
and w ithf the use of aluminum as the radiation shielding element. 
Vacuum evaporation processes are notorious for rigid cleaniness 
requirements, and require strict adherence to proven equipment operating 
procedures to obtain a reliably adhered coating. The adhesion of metallic 
coatings deposited by thermal deposition techniques has long been a source 
of problems to vacuum coaters, particularly if the coating is relatively 
thick. Sputtered films have much better adhesion characteristics, 
but sometimes lack the smoothness of thermally deposited variety. 
Sputtering has seen great progress recently, culminating in radio fre­
quency apparatus capable of depositing non-metallic materials. It 
should be investigated Seriously as a method for producing improved 
materials of the NRC type. 
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The choice of aluminum as the'functional elemnent of thec
 
is a compromise, but one that has performed better than the alter, 1
 
tives. Some of these other metals, and their emissivities are dis­
played and compared with aluminum in Figure 5, taken from NDS-l25.
 
The emissivity of fresh aluminum, prepared in a clean (oil free)
 
vacuum system is quite low, but it rapidly rises as the material surface 
oxidizes on contact with air. Silver, which has an attracLive cmittanuce 
usually reacts quickly to form a tarnished surface of high emissivity. 
Unsuccessful attempts to prevent this by dielectric qvercoating 
have been reported in the literature. The dielectric was not specified, 
but was reported to produce unacceptable emittances for the filn. The 
emissivity of silver ove'rcoated with silicon monoxide is shown in Figure. 
Silicon monoxide is not durable, and additionally, is reactive to moist air. 
It is possible that a suitable protective material mi'ght be found among 
some of the modern polymers. Gold coatings have occasionally been 
used as an'aluminum substitute, but they have typically been plagued with 
adhesion problems. However, the inertness of gold to emissivity degradation 
is an advantagd. Aluminum, as well as degrading through oxidation, 
is a reactive metal, and at least one case of insulation failure from 
coating dissolution has been reported. Failure in this instance was attri­
buted to moisture condensation in the insulation. Though far from perfect. 
aluminum continues to be the choice of materials for deposited shield 
construction, and may remain so. Better methods of coating 
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application would probably help bring installed system performiance 
closer to that theoretically, and devinitely should be purstued. 
There are several new classes of coated 'plastic (and glass) 
materials which depart somewhat from the NRC-2 wrinkling approach 
for the control of conductive beat transfer through the radiation shield," 
spacer system. These have been given various trade names which are 
somewhat representative of the approach. The additional fabrication 
operations for some of these are novel and relatively obscure, and will 
be considered briefly. There is one class of materials which are embossed 
after coating (Dimplar, Mar'shield'). This embossing usually is a pattern. 
of raised bumps, on one or both sides of the film and is made by rolling 
the film through bumpy rollers (Marshield- is embossed aluminized fiber­
glass). The advantages of this construction are several; including superior 
insulation recovery from vacuum baa compression prior to launch lack of 
recovery is frequently a major cause of degradation on a normal multilayer 
system. Additionally, insulation evacuation in space is quite rapid due to 
high permeability and is" particularly important for purged configurations. 
Insulation conductivity can be closely and reproducibly controlled by 
3mbossed pattern shape and spacing. The only disadvantage seems to 
be a limitation on the thickness of insulation which can be put into a given 
space. Some of the above properties.offset this last consideration to a 
great extent, since the insulation functions more efficiently on a per layer 
basis. 
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Another scheme relies on the application of nonconductivc Material 
to perform the same function as the embossed :Ltterns. These are flocked 
materials, and rather esoteric in manufacture (Suprfilock, Superfloc). 
Superfloc is made by silkscreening and adhesive pattvrn of controlled 
shape and distribution on conventional coated film. Tufts of dacron or 
nylon thread are then distributed 6n the adhesive by vibrating the material 
in the manner of a'drumhead. Thle vibration causes the thread clusters 
to move and adhere to unfilled glue spots, resulting in a uniformly 
dispersed separating element of controlled conductivity. The Superflock 
process is similar in conception, except that short nylon fibers arc u.ed 
in place-of thread tufts. The material is applied by standard flocking 
process. However, before the adhesive cures, the flocked insulation 
material is passed through an electrostatic machine which orientb the 
fiber axis .perpendicular to the insulation sheet. The advantages of dLbeb 
insulation materials are the same as those of the embossed, All of these 
various processes yield materials which when installed produce high 
performance systems. For example, the Marshield system is reported Lc 
give nearly iheoretical results when installed. These are innovative and 
well conceived schemes which should be pursued further in conception and 
development. 
'The fabrica tion of insulation system sub-assemblies'is the next 
step above the matdrials fabrication level in the construction of the comple. 
thermal protection system. 
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level really only includeSystems fabricated at the subsystem 
shinele and blanket modules; those processes will be considered briefly. 
large tanks for storage of c ryogenic fluids are erected onMost 
shipping large assembled parts..the final site because of difficulty in 
to 15 feet or larger) is in place,Once a Lank of this size 	(diameter equal 
to move for insulation installation. This fact it is extremely difficult it 
pre-fabricated blanket multi­led to the de'velopment of high performance 
The virtuescould be installed on fixed tanks.layer insulations whicl 
became apparent and they are now used also for of these insulation modules 
critical systems requiremflent.
smaller tankage where maintainability is a 
on the 
The methods of fabricating blanket modules'depends somewhat 
insulation mounting scheme.
 
mounting
which are supported by 	a few centralInsulation blankets 
some method of distributing the support stress in th&" fixtures must have 

to other parts of the material in order to prevent
insulation mounting zone 
insulation structural failure at the mounting points. One method for 
achiervin 
and als.o to a layer of this end is to fasten the insulation layers together, 

must be as thermally

strong, load bearing material; Since the fastening 
as possible, so a quilting technique using fiber threads has bei 
typical process, the radiation shields and spacers 
nonconductive 
asuccessfully tried. In 

between a pair of backings by
 are laid out on a slotted table and sewn 

the blanketi with­
using needles and thread. Once-fabricated,hand, 
are employedwell. Other fabricatidn 	methodsstand normal handling quite 
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for different'mountng systems. For systems n!tllteT.S,,, un the 
blanket is laid up on a table, and a mounting temnlate is used to guide 
which cuts mounting holes completely through the layers.a device 
is probably an end sharpenedmost common hold cutting apparatusThe 
hand drill. While such cutters produceastainless tube, chucked in 
apparently satisfactory holes in many materials, such as foils and 
glas. 
papers, there are better methods for Mylar which give higher system 
the use tubular cutter heatedreliability. These techniques involve of a 
the filn will melt hud shrink back to 1O000 F. At those temperatures, 
tension a reinforced "grommet"from the tool, producing by surface 
This technique can be applied afterof film material around the hold. 

labor of the operation is then
mechanically cutting the hole; but the 
The heated tool process is definitely advantageousessentially doubled. 
due to 
for systems which will encounter severe environmental conditions, 

mentioned earlier. Layers must be
 the propensity of Mylar to tear as 
for prevent welding during hole cutting. Fabricated blanketsseparated to 
held together for handling by temporary fastenersstud mounting may be 

left in place after installation.'
which are removed or 
similar fashion to the blankets,Shingle modules are fabricated in 

except for dffferent sizes and mounting configuration. The material'
 
laid up on a table, cut to size in thicknesses of several layers using
is 

separated with an expendable material
dlectric scissors, meanwhile 
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to prevent edge welding Ourqng cutt:ng. uIILCeS asdch as kraft paper 
the pack of shingles, the handlingpurge or vacuum bag is to be added to 
and installation from this point are similar to blanket sy.mtems. 
The fabrication of continuous wrapped insulation systems is of 
For small 
course closely related to the insulation mounting sV"Stcm. 
and fitted Usually cutstanks, the insulation is wrapped, cut, by hand. 
as necessary to clear penetrations, and are held to a minimum except 
surplus material is tucked out of the way. The insulation is secured with 
the work proceeds: As the insulation is handled an adhesive tape as 
necessary that proper precautions be taken to insureextensively, it is 
Although it is probablythat the material is not handled without g loves. 
that finger oils degrade insulation emissivitiesknown widely by now 
published reports showing insulation fabri­severely, there are older 
gloves
cation without gloves. For. repeatability and highest performance, 
must be worn.
 
system fabrication
For.large continuously wrapped tanks, the 
tank about i'ts axis in a special fixtureis normally done by rolling the 

on the rotating tank from
while winding the radiation shield and spacer 
Usually the insulation support'structure, system of tensionalarge spools. 

bands, is interwound with the insulation. For tanks insulated in this
 
hole cut each time a
 manner, the machinery mudst be stopped and a 
time consuming, and leadspenetration is encountered. This is laborious, 
to poor penetration thermal performance unless high standards of work­
manship are maintained.
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A %ariation of machine wrapping techniques has been d'erix'cd 
from filament vinding technology, and for certain shapes and yIpes of 
tanks, this insulation installation technique provides good, reproducible 
results. Typically materials used for systems wrapped in this fashion 
are aluminized'Mylar tapes and foam spacers. 
The installation of blanket and shingle syslezns aepenes primarity 
on adhesive technology. The only adhesives which have shown consistently 
good performance are polyurethane adhesives with some exceptioulb aonug te 
epoxies. The one used most commonly is NARMCO 7139/73-13. Poly­
urethane adhesives have some undesirable characteristics, among which 
are: (1) reaction with atmospheric moisture (2) wide wide variance in 
properties unless carefully manufactured (3) poor shelf life (4) creep at 
room temperafture and little strength at higher temperatures (5) changes 
it's propdrties rapidly with age, but they perform better than other coilp)ound. 
at cryogenic temperatures. Some typical insulation mounting systems arc 
shown in Figures 6 and 7. *In general, some insulation mounting structure 
must be attached to the tank. If it-cannot be- fastened mechanically be 
welding or by fastener technology, it must be mounted using adhesives. 
Studs for blanket or shingle mounting are typically adhered, and are 
usually made of a non-conductive material. In installation, the blankets 
or shingles are placed on the studs, and retainers snapped in place. 
Systems using fasteners such as button and string (Fig. 6) or Vclcro 
tapes also use adhesive mounting. These mounts produce installation 
operations similar t6 the stud system. The modules are merely put in 
place and the fasteners joined. 
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used as non-Tension structures such as nets, which could be 
do not seem to have been investigated for adhe red mounting structures 
For high reliability systems where adhesive failure 
external insulation supports. To avoid a weig t penalty in the mounting, 
such structures would have to be sophisticated II dcign. 
For hIt1 l tani.;,t 
however, they'mighY allow the insulation to be removed 
easily for main­
could not 
tenance. 
system might have additional advantages.tolerated, such a 
where not made using btuds,The installation of shingle systems, 
shingle or 
is generally accomplished by direct adhesive bond 'of 
the 
an adhesive tape of unspecified composition is shingle pack. Typically 
used. 
Now that the tabrication ana installation methods 
have been outlined, 
insulation systems­
we can examine the remaining component of external 
constructed of plastic/metal purge and vacuum bags. These bags are 
designed to segregate the. insulation purge gas (usually membranes, and are 
or. to prevent the ambient atmo. pherc helium) from the ambient atmosphere, 
Both systems are technologici 
an evacuated insulation system.from entering 
earlier. Evacuation 
to the gas cryopumping problem mentioned 
is 
answers 
of the non-cryopunifpingthe thermal conductivitythe more efficient, because 
if it can be maintained, subjects the­quite high. Evacuation,purge gas is 
to atmosphericto mechanical compressive loads due insulation system 
some vacuum bag designs which do not, pressure in most cases. There are 
not the rule.but these are the exception, 
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The materials used in these containers are typically metal plasUc 
laminates,' such as Mylar/lead/Mylar (N/L/M) or Xilayr.'alurninum/ 
from NBS 58 shows a list ofaluminum./Mylar (M/A/A/M). Table 15 
which have been usecl for this application. Tablematerials (with sources) 
14 from NBS-73 shows the thermal properties of selected materials. Purge 
bags which are satisfactory in performance can be constructed from these 
Ingenious zippers and other fasteners which open the bag,film laminates. 
rapidly and fully in space for evacuation have been developed. Vacuum 
bags, on the other hand, are not reliable'at the present. They tend to develop 
leaks when wrinkles are formed by atmospheric loading, and at three cornor 
etc. M/L/M and M/A/A/M seem to be optimum materialsfolds in the bag, 

so far, but further development is needed.
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After extensive searching, it is clear that a paucity of cost 
information exists concerning external insulation systems. As a result, 
the cost ranking done in the Initial $tudy phase was us'ed for selecting 
Lho promising three systems. The Final Study will contain those cost 
results which are available. 
4.0 SYSTEMS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Three of the five Materials/ Concepts have been selected for 
further study in the final phase of this program.- This selection has been 
made on the basis of the Concept.Selection Criteria shown in Tables 5­
8. Space does not permit a listing to list the merits of the chosen 
systems, -which are 1) Fiberglass 2) Shingles on a purged substrate and 
3) Blankets. The reasons for these choices will be briefly summarizerd. 
1) Fiberglass is rugged and provides low cost reusable thernal 
protection for short missions. 
2) Shingles on a purged substrate give excellent thermal pcrforrn.nc 
for short or intermediate term missions and can easily be maintained. 
3) Blankets can give maintainable long term thermal performance, 
with reasonable repeatability. 
Shingle systems without substrate were eliminated because they 
provide slightly poorer thermal performance. There are some missions 
for which they are appropriate, however. 
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,Continuous systems vere eiininated primarily for lack of pen-
They provide superior performance at nM.x..l.nuetration repeatability. 

cost for some applications, and cforts to elin'-inate their djs: dvantfges
 
should b1) made,
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TABLE XIV 
PROPERTIES OF SHIELD MATERIALS 
Material description .Thickness, in. Weight, lb/ft
2 
Nominal 
coating 
thickness, A 
Coating 
emittance 
Perforation, 
0 
Aluminum foil 0. 002 0. 028 N. 
A. 0. 025 Nonc 
Aluminum foil 0.0005 0. 007 N.A. 
0. 025 None 
Aluminum vacuum metallized on 
polyester film, one side only 
Aluminum vacuum metallized on 
polyester film, two sides 
Aluminum vacuum mctallized on 
polyester film, two sides 
Aluminum vacuum motallizocd on 
polyester film, two sides perforated 
Silver vacuum metallized on polyester 
film, two sides 
0. 00025 
0.00025 
0. 00025 
0.00025 
0. 0005 
0.0018 
0, 0018 
0.0018 
0.0018 
0. 0036 
275 
375 50 
375 
375 
1000-ZZ00 
0.0.17 
0.035 
0.025 
0.065 
0. 01I-0. o7, 
None. 
None 
Noic 
1.88 
N.one 
Gold 
film, 
vacuum netallized 
two sides 
on polyester' 0.00025 0. 0018 1700-34t00 0.017 
Now-­
*lHigher emittance results from degradation of coating with time. 
TABLE XV 
LIST OF VACUU.M CASING 3L-\T1MRDLS 
Description and Vendor 
Film Mylar -- E. I. duPont de Nemours & Company 
Film Tedlar PVF -­ 'E.I. duPont de Nemours & Company 
Film Saran No'. 7 -- Dow Chemical Company 
Film Scotchpack No. 10A3 -- Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Company 
Film Teflon FEP -- E.I. duPont de Nemours & Company 
Film Polyethylene, low density -- Visking Company 
Film Polyethylene, high density -- Visking Company 
Film Con-O-Lan 7NS30 -- Continental Can Company 
Film Tera-Film (polyester) -- Terafilm Corporation 
Film Polypropylene -- Avisum Corporation 
Film Acclar 22C -- Allied Chemical Company 
Film Acclar 33C -- Allied Chemical Company 
Film Polyurethane Estane No. 5740.x 070 -- B. F. Goodrich Co. 
Mylar 1 nail bilanjinatebonded with 0-207 adhesive -. 
Laminates - Goodyear Aircraft Corporation 
Mylar 0.5 mil trilaminate bonded with 0-207 adhesive --
Laminates Goodyear Aircraft Corporation 
Metalized I mil aluminized 4ylar 
Mylar (one 
side) 
TABLE XV, con't 
Description and Vendor 
Metalized 0.25 rail aluminized .Mylar, 4-ply laminate bonded wit 
Mylar (dne G-207 adhesive -- Goodyear Aircraft Corporation 
side) 
Metalized 0.5 mil, 3-ply laminate, No. SS1000-4 -- Continental 
Mylar (one Can Company 
side) 
MLM 1 mil Mylar, 0.8 mil lead, 1 mil Mylar -- Schjcldahl 
Company 
AMA 0.35 mil aluminum, 1. 5 mil Mylar, 0. 35 mil aluminun --
Dobeckman Company 
TAT 0. 5 inil Tedlar, 0.25 mil aluminum, 0. 5 mil Tedlar --
Schjeldahl Company 
MAM 0.5 mil Mylar, 0.35 mil alu inum, 0. 5 rail Mylar --
Dobcckman No. 34320 
MAM 0. 25, mil Mylar, 0.25 mil aluminum, 0. 25 mil Mylar --
Alumiscal Corporation 
MAM 0.5 mil Mylar, I mil aluminum, 0. 5 mil Mylar --
Alumiscal Corporation 
MAM 0.5 mil Mylar, 0.5 mil aluminum, 0. 5 mil Mylar --
Dobeckman No. 32899 
MAM' a-ply laminate of Dobeckman No. 32899 bonded with G-207 
Laminate adhesive -- Goodyear Aircraft Corporation 
MAAM 0. 5 mil Mylar, 0.35 mil aluminum, 0. 35 nil aluminum, 
0. 5 mil Mylar -- Dobeckman No. 34321 
MAAM 0.5 mil Mylar, 0.35 mil aluminum, 1. 5 mil Mylar, 
0.35 mil aluminum, 0.5 mil Mylar 
MAAM 0.5 mil Mylar, 0.35 mil aluminum, 0. 5 mil Mylar, 0. 35 mil 
aluminum, 0.5 mil Mylar -- Dobeckman No. 3432; 
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TABLE XVI 
ThermalCasing rnatcrial,! Material Helium 
thickness, *ermeability conductivity 
(at STP), times thicknessI 
cm3'Y(sec)(ft 2Y(stm-) Btu/(hr) (OF) 
>20 000. %10- 8 0.0001-16--00.002Mylar laminate (M/M) 
.08041
.0015 2 000Aluminized MyLar laminate (Ma/aM/aM) 
Mylar lead Mylar laminate (M/L/M) .0028 <.218 1,33 
Mylar aluminium Mylar laminate (M/A/MA) .00135 <.218 3,76 
.0017 -. 218 7.5M/A/A/M 
.0032 <.218 7.5bi/A/M/A/M 
.322
.0025 298.Ma/aMa/aMa/aM . 
.005 136. .644Ma/aMa/aMa/aM/Ma/aMa/iaMa/aM 
'c,I, Mylar film; A, aluminum foil; L, lea'd foil; a, aluminized surface; (/) denotes adhesive 
bond line between layers. 
LATEPAL TI1E1I~ALPEI2MEABILITY AND 
CONDUCTIVITY PAIRAMETER FOR 
CANDIDATE VACUUM CASING MATEPIALS 
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A PPENDIX A 
Mathematical Methods and Modeis 
This appendix describes several of £he mathenatical models 
being developed for thermal analysis of the selected insulation systems, 
These models are in the development stage at this time and have not 
been used in this Interim Study. The complete programs wvill consti­
tute subprograms in the overall executive insulation design program 
under development. 
The executive program will provide the necessary logic; perform'­
ing parametric mission analysis, tank design, weight sunmary, thermal 
performance and certain insulation design problems of reliability, main­
tainabilitj, operability, etc. For a given set of input mission paraxnet rs, 
.a preliminary design for the tank, and tank support and conmunicating lines 
Nvill be computed. Basic insulation design parameters such as thickness, 
number of panels and/or joints, mountings and penetration designs will 
be determined. Basic thermal performance and weight data vill be 
developed from the basic insulation sub programs for vacuum performance 
The basic insulation will be analysed to determine the performance dle­
gradation resulting from penetrations, joints; and attachment methods. 
Ground hold tank performance will be determined by combining the basic 
insulation performance with a parallel gaseous condition heat transfer 
analysis.; Insulation evacuation analysis will be. performed to determine 
the period and magnitude of non evacuated performance degradation after 
launch.
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The system thermal performance during the various phases of operation 
will b& totalled for the mission duration. 
This program is being written to facilitate sequential parametric 
studies with the out put-designed to facilitate the investigation of the effect 
of any parameter on insulation performance. In addition, the insulation 
design parameters affecting the significant qualitative parameters of 
interest such as number of pieces, attachments, number of points and 
any other factors which appear important will be computed. 
Thermal Performance of Mvultilayer Shineles 
The literature survey has surfaced- two basic experimental studies 
of multilayer shingles, (BS-68, NBS-92). Both explored the effects 
of shingle length on the total heat transfer for foam spaced shingles. 
Although this published information is valuable for verifying the accuracy 
of analytic heat transfer models, no general theoretical or predictive 
,methods have been reported in the 'literature. 
Part of the intent of the Interim Study Program was to provide 
advanced methods of thermal analysis for external insulation systems. 
For a homogeneous isotropic material such as bulk fiberglass, there 
is little that one can do to improve an ordinary heat loss calculation. 
Continuous multilayer systems are also similar in that regard, if one 
takes their anisotropy into account. However, for shingled multi­
layer systems, one can take shingle geometry into account, and move.a 
step closer to a real system by breaking the system down in to an over­
lapped subassembly level as shown in Figure 9. 
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Since shingles provide heat leak paths to the tank in both the 
normal and lateral directions, a two dimensional linear cbnduction 
analysis (and/or linearized radiation) based on the geometry shown in 
the figure .has been developed. The analysis will permit a parametric 
study of various shingle designs and materials. The analysis has been 
programed for digital computer solution and is presently beig checce'8|. 
The basic physical model as well as its associated mathematical 
notation are shown schematically in Figure 9. The mathematical 
model requires the solution of three coupled, second order, linear, 
partial differential equations and their associated boundary conditions 
as detailed below. The small two dimensionality in the x direction has 
been eliminated because it appears to be a second order effect. 
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The solution to these equations is derived by separating the 
variables and solving three Sturn-Liouvillc problems in several steps. 
Each step is designed to provide three homogeneous boundary conditions 
which form the proper boundary conditions by forming a linear combin­
ation of the solutions. The cryogen temperature has been specified as 
zero and all other temperatures scaled to that value. Each of the linear 
7.1
 
icat transfer coefficients (HI through H 5 ) can represent a combination" 
)fconduction and linearized radiation. The forn of the solution is 
ihlwn b t w. 
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are determined from the comfpatabilityFour of the remaining constants 

terms -inthe series.
conditions at the region interfaces by equating like 

of the outer
The final constants were determined by Fourier analysis 

surface boundary conditions. For example:
 
- *= ZEn $, 4$]/1;,Cj(/2,-z, b .,, 
_ 
.<___t . [-Jr _ _zK , 
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-
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of the paramneterssolutions' exhibit uniform convergence for all valuesThese sli Y.­ on all variables
and provide,In the expected-smooth functional dependence 

Total heat transfer to the tank is calculated by the
and parameters. 

following means :
 
TC& ,, 
772-
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This solution provides the basis for studying the various parameters 
involved in superinsulation shingle in'sulation for performing para­
metric design studies. 
series solutions toThe existence of large fast computers makes 
such problems an attractive alternative to the typical numerical methods 
by which heat flow has been calculated in the past. Series solutions, 
properly derived, by their nature guarantee absolute and uniform convergence 
during computation. The rate of convergence is, of course, not guaranteed; 
:ortunately, after initial errors were corrected. our solutions have proven 
;o be well behaved during computation. 
Thermal Performance of Multilayer Shingles on a Substrate 
A model is being developed to extend thd analysis described 
above to include the effect of a substrate on the performance of this 
The model and method of solution are identical to thatbasic insulation. 

described previously, except that the boundary conditions modified.
are 
All the t = o boundary conditions include the substrate resistance in 
series with the resistance of the lower shingle layer. Formally, the 
only mathematical changes are replacement of the corresponding 
equations by the following: 
__ . l/- .g,-77 0 t--y9]3i o x?'
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are quite similar to thoseThe temperatures and the releavent constants 
indicated before and therefore are not reported here. 
insulation Degradation in the Region of a Penetration 
The literature survey completed in Phase One of this study 
revealed two theoretical approaches to the penetration problem, (N13-1 19, 
NBS- 12). In both instances, a finite difference numerical model of the 
autilized. The latter group represented the system withsystem was 
of linearized nodalconstant temperature penetration and a combination 
radiation and conduction in the insulation. The reported investigation 
In thelimited to boundary temperatures greater than 300 
0 K. 
developed to re­
was 
former investigation, a finite difference model was 
a superinsulation.present-lateral conduction and normal radiation within 
of penetration thermalThe reported results did not include effects 
properties and/or the effect of varying lateral insulation conductivity. 
have been useful in preparingThe results of these investigations 
the preliminary thermal performance characteristics presented in 
this report. The great variety of penetrations and insulation types under 
study here has limited the usefulness of the published results: there­
fore, an independent study of penetration'modeling was initiated. 
- An analytical representation of the penetration problem has been 
selected for study. 'The analytical approach may .provide a significant 
improvement in visualizing the.interdependence of the many parameters 
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involved, thus., providing a maximum of insight and information for a 
minimum of computational effort. A second reason for selecting the 
analytic model over a numerical model is the case in scaling detailed 
computed results according to the grouping of "natural" parameters 
which appear explicitly, reducing the cost of parametric design studies. 
Third, numerical methods for solving finite difference equations are 
often conditionally unstable when bouldaries between unlike materials 
are present. This problem, which seems to'be more serious in cylin­
drical coordinates than in rectangular systems, frequently produces 
"converged" solutions which are physically impossible. Generally the 
difficulty may be overcome on a case by case basis which can make 
the solution quite costly and time consuming. In what follows, a 
brief outline of an analytic solution to a penetration model is presented 
Figure 10 depicts the physical model in cross section; the 
model assumes radial symmetry about the cylindrical penetration's 
axis. Region one represents an optional thermal stand off insulation 
which has constant conductivities which may be different in the radial 
and axial directions. Region two represents the primary tank insulation 
which may have different, constant conductivity values in the two 
directions. Radiation effects may be included approximately by including 
the appropriate linearized radiation expression in the conductivity value. 
Region 3 represents that portion of the penetration in contact with the 
insulation, while region 4 models the portion of the penetration outside 
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the insulation. Conduction in the penetration is treated in one dimen­
sion. At all interfaces, perfect thermal contact has been assumed for 
ilo present, but itmay be posstblo to inluclu n r1nito 0(intaict rinttuileo 
.in the future. 
At the outer insulation surface a linear heat transfer coefficient
 
is used; this can model linearized radiation and/or convection. A
 
prescribed undisturbed insulation temperature profile is used at the
 
extreme right (far from the penetration) and zero temperature is pre­
:scribed at the lower surface, (cryogen temperature scaled to zero). 
The inside surface of the cylindrical penetration has no heat transfer and 
its outer extremity is maintained at the surrounding temperature, T 1H . 
The mathematical model requires the solution of four second order 
* partial differential equations and their associated boundary conditions. 
The solutions take the form of infinite series of orthoonal functions. 
A 	brief description of the solution follows.
 
The differential equations and boundary conditions are:
 
dr/ a 
r an dr/ 
27Z 
80 
fc7z 
I.,r2 
/ 2 f )3 
dz
 
The mathematical solution to tle problems associated with 
temperatures one and two are 'mosteasily solved by splitting the linear 
problems into three problems, each with three homogeneous boundary 
conditions. Each of these problems results in differential equations 
with separable variables. The separated equations arc suseptable 
to Sturm-Liouville analysis producting eigenvalue and orthogonal 
eigenvector solutions. The solutions are of the following form: 
CC' 
2­
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CL, ( r)J0 ( r)- JI{;r)){( )A J t
 
where <C 
and the eigenvalues ? and are determined from the boundary 
conditions and defined implicitly as follows: 
J , t - - i(o,20, L9k.,., o 
The constant B is determined from the Fourier expansion of theZn 
prescribed temperature function f 1 (z) specified at r = r 3 . The remaining 
constants are determined by matching the respective series at the 
material interface, the upper surface boundary condition, and from 
the matching boundary conditions at the penetration. The results are: 
924~ 
Space does not permit the display of all coefficients. 
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The net heat flux to the tank in the region of interest is calculated 
from the temperature equations by performing the following operations 
2 rflS(1i/ 
-g" /zz 
This solution has been programed and presently gives reasonable 
results with locally unph'ysical points . Sturm-Liouville theory 
indicates that the various series involved are absolutely convergent. 
Therefore, there should be no problem in attaining a stable solution to 
these formidable appearing equations. It is anticipated that all remainin 
errors can be rapidly rectified. A sample of the programming for 
this problem is illustrated in Appendix B. 
Insulation Evacuation Analysis 
An evacuation analysis is required for analysis ol tme early 
mission performance for purged multilayer insulations. A relatively 
simple gaseous diffusion analysis with the incorporation of sources 
to represent sublimation and outgassing has been reported in NPIS-68. 
This basic series solution to the low pressure diffusion equation is 
being programed to provide a tool for 'evaluating the comparitive pump 
down and attendant thermal performance of the various methods of 
applying multilayer insulations 
g3 
APPENDIX B 
Below is reproduced a sample of the -computer routines being 
developed for Phase IV )f this study. The routine shown is the time­
sharing version of the penetration analysis calculation explained in 
Appendix A. The routirle is shown to illustrate the extensive use of 
subpa grams and generil method of approach being taken to tlanalysis 
coding. An attempt wae made to use this and other routines fo 
preliminary analysis in the current program phase but the rou ine as 
shown apparently still cntains minor errors, and the attempt as 
not successful. 
iY= J(X
F1NTIOf"'3 

Ffo TjI O SI 
IIC&<v1~l7 .9"I' 0 
Pn COVTI 1)fE 
'xx=xy
RFTURN 
FEN D)
 
FUNCTION COSH(xX)
 
YY=Yx
 
IFCZY-175.) 0,ROh1O
 
10 XX=175o
 
pr) CONTINUE
C09MH=(X*x)+EXPVC-XXfl/ .0
 
XX=YY
 
I ETURN 
END 
FUNCTION RJ(N[IX)
 
10-t) n Io1Isno
IC 

to IF(X-3.f)q0,5O,50
 
P0 IF(X+3.O)5nonSO,30
 
"
 30. ' .=I .-9.14Y99997*(X/3 .)**P+ 1 .6 5C6 1 A-kX/CX )**t
 
1 	 1 6.16 6:k(X/3.*6+..flhr)/1479CX/3)* 
GjO TO 1000
 
50 CONTINUE
 
1-,on.q00512*(9-/X)**3+.OOI37R37*C3*/X)**4

* 	 .ofl7F f9( 3./x)**5+.I100l1a76*c3./x)**6 
T80XY-.7R539816-.0a166397*(3./X) 
jl-.fof351 4(3/)**+.OQe6513*c3./x)**3
 
2- .oosa2*(3./X)**4-.00R9333*C3./x)**5

3+.fOfl1355%854(./X)**6
 
9t=(FO*cOSF(THO}/SORT(x)
 
GOTO lOn
 
I00 IF(NU-I )5010, 110, 5010
 
110 IF(X-3*0,yl5nI150
 
.120 IF(X+3.)50ih130sI30
 
.130 9.5-.516P99R5*CX/3.)**R+.IO935713*(X/3I)**
 
S, qt=qtX
 
GO TO lOO(
 
150 CONTINUE
 
I+.000171OS*( l./x)**e-.OOa9511*C3./X)**4
 
+.OQ113653*( .,X)**5-.000200V3*C3./fl**6
 
THI=X-g.396 dLga9+.l1249961R*C3./X)
 
1+.000056!*( 3.,X)**2-.0063779*(3./X)**3
 
3-.O0P9166*C ./X)**6
 
,qO=CFI*cOSF('HI))/SRT(X) .
 
I000. RETURN
 
500'V 	 NOOn=7 
flW To r,,llnn 
soin 	NO0P =%i 
GlO TO 6 1 
5flpf 	 NOD=o 
6000)0 	 Ty'0P 666C,(N0On) 
666 	 W01" flTC('Z.ILFD !00O--l, 1)flrhL F,.,,TP 
NI)

FUN/.'OTI(3N qY(NtJil)IIV(TU) I3n. In 1D ), 

Xf"(NL-P -l -fl,.5 , .
 
P.r, 	 I F{ ,'xV+O. 5RO , 3 1)s Ifn 	 p00 
I0 	 ;3Y=C. I 4159R )*ELOGF CX/). )*otk. x+. niJo14 I 
I +, 60550 66*(X/3 )**R-.571439q8/j*CX/9 )9*.*4 
P.+.5300h17*(X/3 )**6-.0/61 1/$*(x/.3,)ttP
3.004.Rln@7916*('/5i )**t0o-.On,a i/6(x/ .)**,IR
 
(30 TO 1n0) 
50 CONTNTI 
Fo=.797RS456-*.Qp00 7i(3./x)-005574*C3./X)**
 
l-.nOODOSu *cq. /X)*'3+.0O137P37*(3./X)**/ " 
e -.OOO7r~r)5*(3./,)**5+.Oool/I?46*C3-/x)**6
 
*T1-I=X-79R1)]6 ,")115397*.3•/X)
 
j-. nnnqq5/iq. / )*. +006P57*(3./X)**3.

* - .0flnoS.tIj q5*CI.'• / )*'/4- .¢Anfl.0q3.* (:.q/x),**5
 
3+.Oflfll5SSR*(9./ )**6
 
qY=(FO*5tNFCTHO )/S9RT(X)
 
GO TO 	lOnO
 
100 	 IF(N.i-( I)) 010*1 1s5010 
110 	 IE'X-3.)1 .O, 150 15.1
 
1pO 	 IF( X+3. )50.0, 13f ,130
 
130 ti=(P./3.1/415926 *X*ELOGFCX/R.)*IJ 1 ,X)-6uuvc'o 
14P--q1*(</33 64R! . **I,+ 79*Cx/-** 
i1-.0400976*(X/9 * **tIf+.Or)q773*CX/3. )**IP, 
GO TO 	1000
 
150. 	 CONTINUE 
F1= •797R 56+..(O)100156*(3./X)+.01659667*(3./X)**2

1+.00017105S*C3./t, )**3-n.00R/I95l*(3./X)**s 
+,01L653(.'./')**5-,ooo O0Oi3*C3-/X-)**6•
 
•+3569 I9612*C3./X) 
1+•00005650*C3. /X)**2-.00637879*C3./X)**3 
q+.00h/173/ll*C3. , )**s44-0007982'4*(3,X.)**5 
3-.O00.9166*(3./*)**6 
"3Y=i'I*SINF(THI )/SPRT(X),
 
TH 1 *=X-q. .l 

1000 	 RETURN " 
5000 	NOOP=7
 
GO TO 6000'
 
5010 	NOOP=s
 
GO TO 6000
 
5020 	 NO0P=9 I 
5000 	TYPE 666o(NOOP)I
 
566 	 FORMAT(SPILED NOOP-$,Il)
 
- CALL EXIT V 
END
 
'IJVI TI OW ",Y .',ii,') 
C .l.Irrll'TFI'A; THE AL ".D I ORDER I flEqSEL FPINCTION, 
C "OW3/ FILE*-.... 
yy=.x 
IF (M;I)I 00 flI 
10 IFCX-3.-75)Pi9.f. 
no IFC'+3.75)5000*,
tfl=j . +,3.556o..!C) 
*I1+.2659712*Y**8+ 
(30 TO 1000 
50 CONTINUE ' 
l=-39R99. +..01 
50
 
030
 
:X*S',,'+.0R99,,IpO.4*4X'*/+1 o.6/t)O-V'-r 
0360768*X**10+.• 0045R13*X**12 
. I 
.q59,/X+.oyP25,3j9*X**(-),-.Ofl15765*X**C-3)
2-.0o1647631,X**( 4)- .0 .051706*XfI**(5 +063537X*(-6)

1+.00916*X**("7
 
5 I F(X-175.)691,6( ,1591
 
591 CONTI NUE
 
X=t 75*
 
691 nI=q*EXPF(X)S/S TF(X)
 
GO TO lfl.lO
 
100 IFCNP-I)5 llIl 5010
 
110 IF(X-3.75)IP.0,1.0, 50
 
12p0 IFCX+3,75)509n, i0,130,
 
130 =.5+.*87R9O594* *X+.51/49R869*X**/4+.150$/lI94*X**6
i+-0.65R73,3*x**g '.QO30j53q*Xt*i O003Rtji1*X**P 9
 
R1R=*X 
GO TO 1000 
150 CONTINUEq=.•Xa99,q-.*03' ggOl//x-.f03601**X.( -g,).+.fl15380%I*X**&(-3.7
 
l-.01031555*X**C ,4)+.Oq9a2967*X**C-5)-.'0895312*Xc*(-6)
 
P2+. 17876541*X**( 7)- .0n4q0059*X**(-8)
 
IFCX-175u 891,86 

791 X=175 

H9i CONTINUE
 
.31=1*EXPFCX)/8 

1000 X=YY
 
RETUIRN
 
5000 NOQP=I
 
GO TO 6000
 
5010 NOOP"R
 
GO TO 6000
 
502o NooP=3 .
 
.6000 TYPE 666p'(NOOP)
 
666 FORMAT(SFAIL.ED 

'CALL EXIT
 
END
 
1,191 . 
, 
TF(X)
 
NOOP=S.I1)
 
FUNCTION 93X(NUX)" 
C CALCULATES THE 0 AND I ORDER K BESSEL FJLCTION 
C 	 /FORI/ FILE ..... *. 
IF( NU 100, 10, 1,0( 
10 	 IFCX-..0)2fl,50, 50
 
P.0 	 IFCX)5of0, 5000,30 
30 -fl(-ELOF(X/P.O))*3I(O,X)-.577RI566+.o4PR79ZIP.0*(/2. )**2
 
I+l.06756*.(X'.•)**4+0348590*(X/2.)**6+.r 6.6f*cx/..)**8
 
2+-00010750*(X/2.)**10+*O0007/40*(X/e.)**12
 
-GO T'O 1000
 
50 CONTINUE.
 
q=I . j-.o078335* (2./X )+.018956$*(qO./X )t* ,...
•533 	/1 

IF(X-1 75. )6902..6902,6901
 
6901 flH.=0O-

GO0 TO 1000­
* 8=T3*EXPF(-X)/SnRrFCX)
 
* GO TOliflo
 
100 IF CPE tF)5010I11501O
 
IRO XV(X)50POs50)20s130 
130
 
1-7.9140*(x/.)**-O1.1oeiodj*(x/2.)**lo
 
-. 000046R6*CX,'2.)**12 
GO TO 1000
 
1S0 CONTINrJE
 
*13=1 .e533141"-4+23498619C*.X,-.0365562o*ca./x,**a 
IFCX-175)6904,6904,6903
 
6903 RI 0.0
 
GO TO 1000
 
6904 CONTINuJE
 
1001 RETURN
 
5000 NOOP-=I
 
GC23 TO 6090
 
5010 NQOP=5 
GO TO 6000 
,90 20r NQOP=6 
6000 .TYPE 666*CNOOP5 
666 FOlMAT(IEMILEf-l-n NOOP=S~i)-
CALL EXIT 
END 
FUNhCTION 0(N)
 
COMMON 'TRIsRP-R3ALAcyj(,G.A,1AXa,
 
!DIMCENSION ALAM(1 ,O/5O),GAMCRjo/5o)
 
3FTURN
 
ErND
 
*(1OMV'ON TAT! iRitUiSALAM*AM AXIIA ? 
1IAPSH,HtTHjxAHnIAHRAAxztiKZ 
lMmENSION ALAMM 1 t50)jGAMC2,Ol,' 
!IF(N-1) 10.20.10 
10 txxx=o)-O 
* *60 T03n 
2) xx.x=DcN)*Eci,n)*H
 
30 UCONTINUES 
yERR=T-CAMI/C2.*ALAMCIsN)))*SINFC'.*ALAMclIcmf*T/Awwy' 
fl(A R1* A*1cs*p*L.(Oc ls)AM'CN)* ),
I ~I ( P LA ( p\)*Rl ** -- * K(.******R? 
eA{TLAL.(1N)*flIiA~L&iN)R*WfCCTh 
i 
RETURN I 
ENDl
 
FUNClTION 01(N)1
 
COMMO0N T.1Pl2R,tLNiGAM.-AX1,A1q,
 
lAKP, S,HI,H2.,TH.HiflXR i ARRAXzi, XZS
 
-DIP 
 EMSTON ALAMC2,10 50).sGAM~aO/5F) 
1/(((AHZ1*GAM(1pN)/AXI)*COSH(GA(1N)*TAH1)+H*SI 1HCGAm(CJ
 
*T/AI))*CRJ(0,GAMC1,N)*R1)+BJC0 GAMy(IoHJ*Rnf))
 
RETURN
 
END
 
FUNCTION 02(N)
 
CIOMMON' TA,1 qqR3sALAMGAMAli .A t?,
 
IAXP,S,HItH2,THilHARI sAXiPjAHZI, ~KZR
 
DIMEN~hSION AL~kmCa.,O/SO),G4M(2sO/5C)
 
CR=C3.1415926*H2*TH*RJ(0,GAMi(2,N *RR))-

RETUhRN
 
END
 
FUNCTION 92(N)
 
COMMON TR! ,22sR3,ALAMGAM. AH1 AP2, 
DIMENSION 4LAM(20/50), -G4M(2s0/5() 
TERR-T-CAXP/Q -*hLAMv(2,N) ))*5INF 2.*ALAM(2sN)*T/AXR)
 
1(4L4AM(2NW)*T/AX2)*COSF(ALlM(2sNI) IT/X2))
 
'2/3( *Oll(P LA ,NR) *?*RH(OALA(N) *)) 
RET (PI 
END) 
FUNCTION C(N)
 
COI, O T,RIRqSRqALAMGAVMAH1,Ax2,
 
IAHP, Sjil H1P,THsI4:AXR1 ,A}R,s4ZI, 4XZS
 
DIM4ENSION ALAM( 2,0/50) ,GL1LM(2,/S1).
 
* 1* CGMC 
1N)/X~iCOSHG~t1(lN)*TjAlI
 
%P+CH/AX'/.)*SINH(GAMC,N)*T/AKl)) .(P(N) 
*3*:C(t3aM(1,W)/AX1)**R+CALAMC1,1)/A ))**2f))
 
RETURN 
E(JNTTON (3(N)
 
DIKENSION AL4M( 2j0/50) ,GAM(R,0/5()
 
G=(Af<RP*SINF(ALAMr(1, 1)*T/AI1)
 
I*(C-G7,ACp.sN*yvfl(GA0(2,vN)*q3) )*j iC CGAM(, N)*TIP))
 
RETUR~N
 
E,Nfr)
 
}INCTION F'(N) 
 89 
DII(ENSION ALtAv:(pjn/50)*GAM(q O/50:.' 
(2,N)*T/AXP)
 
AMf I -I% YAW 
RETURN
 
F ND
 
'FUNCTION P(N)
 
COVXON 
DIME-NSION 
I*RP)-AIAMC V I )*TIIC IjAL.AVC lip 1 1, 1 )*1Rl I> 
4*((ALAMCIPI)/AKI)*SINFCALAMCPN) fT/AER)*COSF(ALAM(lvl)*T/Ahl),
 
RETURN
 
END 
FUNCTION E(NjM)
 
rG(IR-ION TpRliR'2jR3 ALAMjG ,AMiAH1,A. PA
 
IAKPoS FljHPoTHjHjAE9liAh.'iROAEZIJ;KZ2-

DII-)ENSION AL:AM(P.*f)/5O)jpGA1,jCPPO/5 ) .
 
E=(iTIC0,ALAM(e N)*R3)4:RK(OA.LAM( , N) *RP)
 
1-131(OjALAMCP N)*R2)*'i((OiALAM(ni )*R3))
 
q*((-ALAM(PjN)/Al(q).*COSF(ALAM(PN *T/AX2)*SINVCALAV-(IoV))*T/AKI)
 
3+<ALAMC1,Vi)/AFI)*SINFCALAMCn;N5* '/AKP)*r()SF(ALAtyp(ljVj)*T/Ai<l)) 
RETURN
 
END
 
FUNCT16N D(N)
 
CALCULATES D CONSTANTS
 
COMMON TffRljRPR3jALALv!,GAMjAKlvA Ps
 
IAEP S 141,HnTHiHiAERI AI(RP. AKZljlkKZR
 
DIMENSION ALAMC2RO/50)iGAN CRjO/S())
 
D=P./CTERR*(RTCOALAMCIN)*Rl)*n]iCOiALAM(I*N)*RP)
 
I-Rl(( oALAM( I.N)*R9>4:nh(OjALAkvj(ljiJ$*Rl))) 
RETURN 
END 
pIDRAM1 "Pf P.1
 
FjpEETqATIO0- AN4LYSIS PROGRAM}
 
OM..ON T e, ,AL 64M,GAV',,K1.AX
 
TYEi0001
 
(C'GEPT 10, T
 
TYPE 1fnoo
 
ICGEPT I1,RI
 
TYPE 10001
 
.(,CRPT !(dlfl
 
TYPE fl(n04
 
.CCEDT lr),Rl
 
TYPE 10005
 
CCr7PT 10),5
 
TYPE 10n06
 
ICCEPT 10,AL
 
rYPE 10007
 
CCEPT 10,ARP
 
YPRE .10008
 
.CC PT 10,A.iR1
 
TYPEI 10000
 
GCOEPT 10i AhZI
 
tYPE 10010
 
'CrEPT 1n,AHqR
 
CCEPT 1f,xz.p'
 
YPE 10013
 
-CCEPT I0,1t
 
YOE M14al
 
"A.CUEPT OH9?
 
TYE 10015
 
AC,-17 PT l), TM 
TYPE 10016
 
ACCEPT 1n,DLEGI
 
TYPE 10017.
 
ACCEPT 1u(KEIGI
 
TYPE 101R
 
A\.C0 ,PT 10,DLEG3R
 
TYPE 100q
 
ACCErT 11• EIG.
 
ry : inoqo
 
CCR1PT II .YNL
 
TIYAE 10021
 
ACrPr c, T II t'NLP
 
TYPE 100qq
 
4rrF:PT 11,M(IN'
 
TYPE 100.3
 
ACCEPT ll)NP 
TY"3E i0001i 
flCC EtT IOsCONV 
TYPE 1009.5 
lC*,EPT I1II M 
TYPE 100246 91
 
TYPE 1iOoa7 . 
ACCEI T I1-. MMP­-
TYPE 0If)l'A " ' 
ACCEPT -1aMNA.1f 
TYPE 10009 . .. 
ACCEPT 1IsMN l1 
T'fE 10030 
4qCEPT I.MNJ3o1I 
T PE !On1I 
ACEPT 1 .,ITI 
TYPE IO'flrP 
qCEPT IIsiMT2 
TYPE Ino3-
ACCEFPT IlR-" 
TYPE, In003/i 
iO' I"0 -PT ( !o7- / 
10. FORWAT(KJ0.v"' 
I VqRMATCHP./) -
10001 FVqnRMAT(S . T=$)" 
140003 f'RiM4T("S I RP.$5 
1\0004 FOBNATCS% 'R3=%) 
10005 FORMAT($ 
10006 PORMAtT($ 

4,0007 FORIAT 

IO60R FOITMTCS 
1009 F09.MAT($ 
I1n00I19 FO0RMATCS, 
1001 FORMAT ( ­
10n13 FOR.AT(5 . 
10601I FORMAT( S.­
10015 FORKAT(S 
S=S),
 
AL=$-)%
 
". P=)
 
.'ARI=$).
 
: AXZl=S) 
AR=s)
 
H?,.!?= $ ). 
HI=S)
 
H-S)
 
TH=$)
 
10016 FORMAT(DELT. EIGI=$)
 
10017 FORMAT($MAXjUMEIG1=S).
 
1O01R FORMAT($DELTA EIG.=$)
 
1I019 ?ORIAT( S I4XLUEIGR=$)
 
1090 FORMAT([MAa1X N OF L=$) 
1002 OF uRAT(,.AX S IN L=$) 
1OfonP, FgmvTCVT($tA.X N OF M=$) 
11093 FORMAT($AX S IN \'=S) 
lfqORI F0RAT($CO0V CRIT.-S)
 
10fl5 FOR:MAT(SMAX MI SUM=,) 
If0096' OQ'IAC AX tyiP 9rUM-&=3) 
Inn.. F 0R 'T( ${M4X . 1 S(Ji=S) 
IOORQR WO11MAT( r.. 'l Aq 5IJh=s 
Iorv9' FZIMAT( SrMX I SIlEi=S) 
10030 27"-M4T(WX flP SUM=S) 
13031 
I0039 
1nn.13 
10).'il 
Fq,9XAT(VWAX TI 
FYAT(CWAX T, 
F?'RMAT( S 
FQ-AT(
AhlKl =4hk7 I/AKl1 
t1o= 0 4li 
n'I)4nmc I,fn) ofl 
,: .kC:(1,0)=0.0 
SJt,$)
 
Stc 4=Sq
 
r?=S)
 
.=$)
 
I-IX=H 1 
I CONTINUE 
1 2*SCAE
 
5 	 S=-1.0
 
ALAKMcIsLJ)=ALAb~ivjds-l)+UP 
A=C4LAM(Id)3/X 
flCL~ 1,J)*flRZX)/CACX*HiX)
 
Dl;I.NFCA)/OSFCA)4-B
 
DEL=DKFL/q.90I
 
AL1AMC Is.J)ALA4MCIjJY.DFL,
 
15 Arl=(ALAtM(tj )*T)/At<X
 
flfl)=C4LAI4 Is J)*AKZX)/CAKX*Hix:
 
lP=S IMF(CAl) /CO01;(Aq5).'1A. 
IP(D0tGl -DP*De)P~fl1000
 
P. jCDh*DR.)301 J09'40 
30. 

~ hL/. 
35 	 Ipi =DR, 
C'0 TO 15
 
/40 WCDI )l60P60
 
50y-	 flLAM( IpJ)=ALAi'iIj)+DEL' 
GO TO 35
 
60 ALPAM I,J)=LAM(1,J)-DEL
 
(30. TO 	 35 
163 	 TYPE g2nl1 1 
2.04 	 FO9M4TC 5*-LAM3DA CI J) 
P03. 	 CONVTI NIJ 
TYPE 105s(IJALAMC(IJ)) 
"l105 	 FR~MIATLC I),5X, IPPs5X*F10 5/) 
rjP=3.- *sCALE 
pV--L=fLAv( I,J+OP-CJ*3.111 ~5Pa1 *51.I*SCALE 
IFCJ-P(31G )5, 5s110
 
110 .1=1+1 
L~. 9.'PSCALE 
115 
I M 
C 
TYPE IPO 
POrlMATC-SlIGrWV3ALUE 
EIGiENUALUE - R) 
GAe0( ,0)=fl.0 
EQUATION 1 COMPLETES/) 
()3
 
I4 .-TA=9./(R 1X-,RqX)
 
30 TO 61
 
S1 TA=I./CRPX-'qlX)
 
61 DEL=TA/5.
I'=I
 
70 341( IIujI)=G4MC1±n±-z JtrI Hr-. ,
Ii 	 /
70 
Dl =,,JC.,GAM(.III RtIIX) *lY(.O, GAMC II I I *Rx) 
I-BdRC0, pt'4 II II I)*R.X)*Y(O,GAO( I I,,I)*RIX) 
80' GAM( II I , I)=GA,CI II ' )+DEL*S 1 .' -DP =-3,]( OP•GAL ( I I I.,I )*'RIX ) qY(Oo GAM(.I I IA• I )'*RPX ) 
hI(rO., GAL( I I I J I ) *.RPX)*8Y (0 P GAMK' I, I'A I)*R I X) 
IFCDt*Dp)90, 90, 101
 
90 IF(D.*DR-DLEGP ")390000. 95
 
95 S=-13
 
DEL=DEL/2.
 
D1=DR
 
130 TO 80
 
101 DI=flR
 
GO TO 80.
 
POO 1=1+1
 
FJ=I-1
 
19 TYPE 109
 
199 FORM4T($ GAMMA(NUsX) $/)
 
.P.01 CONTINOE '
 
TYPF 202, IIJJACIC I, JJ))
 
209 FOR!MAT(I2,5X,IR,5X,.FI0•5/)

S=l -

DR;'L=TA/S5.-'
 
IF(I-.EIGR )7,70i1000
 
1000 IF( III-1)IOR7,I013.i027
 
-1013 III=p.

R IX=Rp 
GO TO 31
 
10q. CONTINUE
 
TYPE, 1400
 
140O 	 FO$WIT($EIGENVALJE EQUATION 2 C,-PLETES/)
 
H =ARIT/C•.*R *P(I)) V
 
TYPE 07P%3
 
P2728 FOVAT(TH FUNPTION COMPLETES/:
 
DO 310 IJ=I1,NL 
DO 9qn IH=I-,MNLP 
qUI.0 )=qJM( IK)+G( IK) *00.CIK-1+E( I l, IJ5*( ( I )*nlf( IX ) 
1+0( I'h) 'r I( I K)/ 
S(th.(IX)/Sth(Il**.-ON**P1 19,319,3p
 
319 	 V NLP= IK
 
TYPW ,0,70,7
 
-O C I
ONI
 
* ALL( I ) =D( I))-*SUt' A
 
,IE" (I.- I)39,30)3,309
 
,i n TYPE 3n5
 
30 FORFATCHS'(INC-L(N) N LCN)i/)
 
q ON, NIJE
",TI 

IF C(ALLCI,J)/ALLCl))**.-cON:*2)308,3Hasi,31
 
3"08 MNL=I J
 
TY='E P.727
 
f.7P7 FO,'?f T($ :: :: :- ****CONVER(3ED**k,.• ::,t :.$) 
I , .TYPFl 31'5,CIjALlCI.))315 IFOI'A"TC(1 ") ., I2, 5XE. 0•5/' 
1;UMl,:
(1)) =0.-0 
DO 410 1=1,IINN
D0 /1.0 I1<=1,t<NNP 
SUt(CIR<)=SUt'( CI X- 1)}+ C.xI*XAR1*AKI CS*:AXP*GAM I.,1x )*g.) )* 
1C(-Gtab(CIX)*Rd(j|.,c(8Ac(.1c, IK)*R ): *B3YCOsCG('1C,IOIH*R?) ) 
t2+GAK((,IK)*RJCO,(GAt(,IX)*R0)) IY(,CGAMCI,IK)*R.fl) 
>3*SINF(ALAr.( 1, Ix)wT/AHI) 
:*(C(GAM1,IX)/AH1j)*CO5H(GM( 1,j(' *T/AKI ) 
54HI/AXZ1 )*SINHCGA( 1,IK)*T/4X1 )*C1 IH). 
AStUM =srMi I)" 
IF ((SUTMCIK)/SU(1f))**.-CONV**2)4194~1g9jao
4i19 MNMP= l[ 
TYPE ?727 
4P0 iCONTINUE 
ANN(IJ)=C( AR1*AI'*AHI*ALLCIJ) ALAN(I.I.)**2)*CT/.) 
IIP( Id-I )1400a9, 011, /$O9
 
404 TYPE 405 
'In5 FORAT(SFUN(-N N) N NCN) I) 
109 - CONTI NUE 
IF((ANNCI.J)/ANNC1))**2.-CONV*). O814ORA41O 
40g MIQ'=-J 
TYPE 2.707 
4 10r TYPE 3l15o(IJjANmqTn)) 
ASUM=.0 ' 
A 1; f 'yq =0 0 
110 610 10=ltM I 
-
 IP(T J-;) 6 0 3 60 7, 6 ,)3
 
607 TEq M=DC)*FF, i 0)* RI 
603 CONTINUE I­
-, 3frl=A% th +(AHI /.ALAN (I. IJ,) )**a:. 
.*C-LLCIJ)/R ANNfIIJ)r1 (ALAv(',I)*.-I(,C ALAL,I )RD))

.*RMI< LA1 I1, J)TRII))-ALAMC(I,I,.) -I(l,(ALAM(l, 1,1) R ).I )) 
l -H ( . , R .. IJ .)*T/A.K !), (T-AI.) )+M( (ALd) ) X ( .S NF(ALA' ( 
0(4LAP..(IIJ)/AHI)*COSF(ALAMC1,IJ)*T'/AK1)) 
i+TERvi) 
610 CONTINUE ,
M rqo l;X=t.MVIiA
 
.+AV ," |!K) 'qJ(o, (A,"*C I.,I)*R )),:YC1sCC3A~(!I)1 R) ) 
3+' 1[,(.I T -' ,A1, 9 1N'A-IH( 6ARty ( 121. T Y ~I IC A,.K , I t( I 
1:1C:i/ 4lI(l kI[(I  X) XI ) TTI. l 
6P0 C ON T I ',I 
DO 613 L=,=L..P 
T-- ',N,=fl .0 
IF (IL-I)6P.93625,623 
.5 T&P=D )* 0( I EC IP,.0 *H 
6P3 C()NTINUE 
ASUMR=AS[JM+(AX I/ALA ( I IL) )**P*(-TEflivyflp 
i+O( IL)*C-ALAMr p IL)*Rq) )*c( IPcALAM(| Ilcx)L-*p)ctL)*RI (O, (ALAMC I.* 
.-ALAM( I o IL)*.1 C I , (AL4M( Is IL)*R I),)*'K(O, ALA (1. IL)*..)
3*( ( I •/(T-L))*SINF(ALl( tIL)*T/IAl )+(ALAMI(, L)/AHI)
 
0 I *COSF(AI"AMC(I" n))OT "N,}".." Is)*T/4MI 
•" A£" = ( -TH+ 9r rmM ,.c)/( S*AP) -f ) *StUMl 
/(-AL/CT"AL)-AR*S).P.(*MP)/(S*A P))
TYPE 637 r 
637 FORL.ATCSFUNCTION CALCULATEDS/) 
DO 710 II,=I Mk41l I )=ANw( I I)+O(I I )AM 
710 CONTINUE 
TYPE 71P
 
71" FORT.ATCS FUNCTION 'lCN) DEFINS)S )
 
DO 451 IL=IsVNAP. ;'"
 
(t3*MA)/{ SKP) 
451 ArqIL=FcIL,*R czL)+ocxL)*c.(IL).OCIL)*C!L)

AR(I)=ARC.(+H*A1C1)'.
 
-TYPE 45e
 
45 FOqfAT($FjNCTION AP(N) DEFINEDS)
 
Stt,( I)= .o.
 
DO 510 Id=l. mN'9I
 
DO 520 IK=IrMNRIP
 
S5W(IX) =SOMC IK-9.)+E I Il)*A2( I
 
ASJ.=SUM( I" S " .
 
IF(((xSU9/SU(I))m5-cONv**)519 519,0"
 
TYPE-577
 
ARC IJ)=DC Id)*SUM(I.
 
IFCIJ-1) 509,5O5,50o 
5035 TYPE 506"
 
506 FORMAT($FUNC-qI(N) N. "31(N)S: 
509 CONTINUE " . 
IFC ("( ,
I4)'/13 I 1 ) )**-.ONV**P)5O8, 508.,510 
508 VN'1=I 
TYPE 7P.7" 
510 TYPE 3151 (I,3l(d)) 
ASUM=). 0 
DO 730 'I=I•MTI
 
AfrJCI)*C-flIC(1)LA!3-I)*RAL *T3XI,(ALAMc1(,IL*nI,IH )
 
Sl-"I3IO ALAM( I)*nI)*nxco0,cALANc1I)*q))).-

R*SINH(G'.(CI,I)*tZ/AH). 
 ,
 
T'4PE 71C.SM 
731 F RiAT(ST--SIRA,5X,F10.5) 
730 Cq TINHrE 
TI I=49 (S ,M 
TYPE 7361,, 
736 F0R1ltTC( ...... TI=$,FIO.5) 
TYPE 731 
7qP F;'ORMOTCS TI ClOM.PLETE$) 
--
- rlh .0"]... 
'PO 71t 1r)tW 11":';=AcUM,4A0C TV.IC-1T CO.,,(AI.,M€AT : )) H ,( L ' 
I++4-(r4 I ,CALA . , ff R-.3) ) r]! (f, (*LAMCI I, )I *3) 
5*9 1 NFC A[ACt(q, I ) /ANP) '
 
6+CR( I)*(qY(n, (GN,cq, I)* 3))* '-JC(0CcA'(,xI)*,))
 
8* 0 I)
NH;( GC*v.o, (ZG(p**R
 
7 40 TYPE 7'42,(IASUNV
 
74- FOt-? T($T-- $, ,5,X.F I .5)

• " 
T fl= AS U M ..." 

TYPE ,,, -:.:
 
74 FORMAT(S..o...4 T21 SFiO'5)
 
na
 
0/23 
.' ' :I 
TI7ME D 0 14" ID 4j I.S.C U.NITS " 
